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C.A.S.T.E. Rules Summary
Introduction
The C.A.S.T.E. System is designed to make playing tabletop games 
faster to learn, and start, for players while giving them unlimited 
options.  For GM’s C.A.S.T.E. is meant to allow adaptation to 
situations on the fly by making the character sheet simpler.

Basic Character Rules

Stats
C.A.S.T.E. characters have stats. Three action, two capacity: 

Combat: Action Stat allowing direct physical actions. Characters 
must purchase at least 1 point to be mobile. 

Academic: Action Stat allowing thought. Characters must purchase 
at least 1 point to have thoughts. 

Social: Action Stat allowing personal interconnections.  Characters 
must purchase at least 1 point to have personality. 

Hp: Short for Hit Points.  Capacity defining how one avoids being 
hurt or killed. Characters start with 10. 

Sp:  Short for Skill Points.  Capacity defining the energy one has to 
do amazing things. Characters start with 10. 

Talents
C.A.S.T.E. characters use Talents. They define what you can do and 
how specialized you are. Each Talent has components: 

Name and Times Taken: Talents need names. Characters can take 
some Talents more than once. 

Crunch: What Talent level taken, the action stats linked that define 
stat requisites* and Talent Type  adhered to.* 

Description: Talents need descriptions of how they get their effects. 
It really matters! 

Requisite: Talents you buy must be justified by knowing another 
Talent (Often of lower level). 

Effect: The numbers and Restrictions applied to a Talent(**) based 
on the Talent Type adhered to.

 

  *Talent Requisites by Level    

Level 00: requisite stat 1 (automatic)
Level 01: requisite stat 1                   
Level 02: requisite stat 2                   
Level 03: requisite stat 4                   
Level 04: requisite stat 6                   
Level 05: requisite stat 8                   
Level 06: requisite stat 10                 
Level 07: requisite stat 12                 
Level 08: requisite stat 14                 
Level 09: requisite stat 16                 
Level 10: requisite stat 18                 

(**)The level of the Talent defines what Effect a Talent can have.

Uuber-Brief Summary of Talent Effects by Level 

Level 00: All introspective actions that don’t affect the outside 
world. Characters with stat requisites automatically have them all.

Level 01: New language, Standard Equipment Proficiency, 
Bonuses to level 0~.

Level 02: Broad extrospective actions, Professions, Talented 
Equipment Proficiency, Bonus to Capacity, Supernatural Entry

Level 03: Abstract bonus from level 0, Talented Equipment 
crafting Talent, Style Talent~~, Supernatural~~~

Level 04: Abstract bonus from level 2, bonus damage, bonus 
damage reduction, Debilitating Talent

Level 05: Counter Talent, Bonus Meta-effect for Supernatural~*~

Level 06: (no new mundane)

Level 07: (no new mundane)

Level 08: (no new mundane)

Level 09: (no new mundane)

Level 10: (no new mundane)

~ Bonus is +3 or +5 with a Restriction. Similar Talents exist at/for higher levels.
~~ Add a Restriction to the use of a Talent action for another effect or meta-effect to 
the final effects of that Talent action. Similar Talents exist at/for higher levels.
~~~ Supernatural effects (Which include meta effects) are so numerous that they are 
not covered in this table. See full rules for more details.
~*~ Similar Talents exist at/for higher levels.

Restrictions: Non-negative situations or added costs required for 
use in some Talents.  Sometimes “Under a defined situation” is also 
used to denote this idea.  

Meta-Effects: Talent Effects that, as an Effect, modify an Effect. 

Equipment
C.A.S.T.E. characters have Equipment. Fully defined Equipment 
has the following components: 

Name: Items need names. 

Description: Items need descriptions. It’s important. 

Type: Type of Equipment (which should define its effects) and size. 

Effect: The numbers and Restrictions applied to the Equipment. 

Special: The Talents the Equipment has or gives. Costs 1000 
monies per Talent level. Requires a Talent to use Talented 
Equipment. 

Cost: Equipment is valued in monies; the de-facto currency. 

Effects: Weapon: +1D6 damage (type), +1 Range (with “Uses 
Ammo” Restriciton), +1 Targets; Armor: +5hp, +5 Sp; Shields: +1 
combat defense. Effects cost 100 monies or a Restriction. 

Size: For every 500 monies spent on effects the Equipment requires 
an extra hand to use. 

Note: It is assumed that a standard character has two hands (that  
can generally wield an Equipment of 0-500 monies) and can wear 
an armor worth 0-1000 monies. 
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Additionally: 

Consumables: Consumables cost 1/10 the price per use. 

Crafting:  A single individual, given the proper materials, can 
produce 1000 Monies Value of Equipment in one month (or about 
35 Monies Value per day). 

Game Mechanics
You Need: D20, D6’s, pencils, paper and players. 

Actions
Performing an Action: All actions have an associated Talent, 
which is linked to one/many stats. When success is not certain make 
a Check Roll. Success requires… 

D20 + Talents linked stat(s) +/- modifiers for difficulty >= 15 . 

Modifiers: Generally +/-10. Don’t penalize dynamic actions. It 
makes games bad. 

Degrees of Impossible/Simplicity: Each situation that makes a 
chosen action Impossible/Simple are tallied and a sum is taken. One 
Impossible situation imposes –20 modifier. One Simple situation 
removes all negative modifiers. Players cannot succeed against two 
or more Impossibilities and automatically succeed against two or 
more Simplicities. It is considered Impossible to perform an action 
without the appropriate Talent. 

Battle: Battle is any action against somebody else. Attacker applies 
Defender's relevant Action Stat(s) as a penalty. Multiple Targets are 
resolved case-by-case using the single roll. 

Basic Battle Actions: The actions Attack, Grapple and Press come 
naturally and thus are considered Simple. 

Fully Organized Battle
Follow these steps: 

Initiative: Determines who goes first. D20 + Combat +/- modifiers. 
Order high to low.  Initiative is introspective.

Player Turn: During a Turn, characters, on their turn to act, can 
move and perform an action: 

Move: Movement is measured in Turns of Range. One Turn of 
Range is how far the average character moves in one Turn (a Turn is 
about 6 seconds.) 

Act: Attack: Strike your Target dealing effect (usually weapon) 

Act: Grapple: Special Attack. If a character's hands are free, they 
can stop a Target from moving and performing actions that require 
movement. Escape requires opponent consent or Press. 

Act: Press: If in a grapple:  Perform descriptive action. GM defines 
any numerical effects. 

Act: Other: Use a Talent action. 

Reaching 0 hp: If character goes to 0 hp they ‘swoon’ (Unable to 
act).

OBLITERATED: If, after a single attack, the character goes to –10 
hp, or if damaged while swooned, the character dies. 

Swoon/kill strike: If a Target would swoon/die the attacker gets to 
alter/rewrite the attack to suit his interests. 

Recovering Hp/Sp: Capacities restore when characters get a 
prolonged rest in relatively safe conditions. 

Characters and Advancement:
Starting Points: Generally 13 points. 

Starting Monies: Generally 1000 monies. Further monies are 
earned. 

Character Points: All Action Stats, and Talents can be purchased 
for 1 character point. 

Experience: Generally 1 character point is given per session plus 
one for each major story or goal completed.  
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Rules in Depth
Character Statistics
Combat
Combat is an Action Stat that exemplifies ones own physical 
activities and every exertion that can be accomplished using the 
muscles in ones own body. Depending on the description of the 
character Combat can represent a characters physical strength, 
endurance, speed, dexterity or any combination of them and others. 

Characters who have not purchased at least one point in Combat are 
not naturally capable of motion. 

Supernatural Combat: Supernatural Combat Talents (Covered in 
full on P.18) are special in that they function only by performing and 
modifying select mundane Combat Effect Talents under a defined 
situation; adding its effects to the selected Talent's effects 
immediately. For example: Instead of “Lighting Attack: Attack 
dealing 1D6 electricity damage.” that deals only 1D6 damage, or 
“Enchant Lightning: Cause your next successful Attack to cause 
+1D6 damage” which gives your next Attack a bonus +1d6 damage, 
Supernatural Combat Talents would be exemplified  by “Lightning 
Strike: Attack dealing +1D6 electricity damage” performing the 
Attack and applying bonus Effects all at once. (See Talent Types – 
P.14)

Examples of Combat Talents

Introspective Actions (Level 0)

Tumbling: Roll around with control. 

Jumping: Leaving the ground for just a moment.

Lifting: Pick up heavy things. 

Climbing: Scale to great heights. 

Extrospective Actions and Professions (level 2)

Acrobatics: Flips, Tumbles, all that stuff you see at the circus. 

Deep Sea Swimming: Swimming, Endurance, everything divers 
do. 

Spelunking: Climbing, Balance, All the stuff that lets you dwell in 
caves. 

Physical Attacks/Grapple/Press: Attack an opponent bare 
handed, with a weapon, or grab him and toss him about. 

Academic
Academic is an Action Stat that exemplifies thinking, 
understanding, and the use of the results. Depending on the 
description of the character Academic can represent deductive 
intelligence, extensive training in various fields, profound wisdom 
or any combination of them and others. 

Characters who have not purchased at least one point in Academic 
are not naturally capable of thought. 

Supernatural Academic:  Supernatural Academic Talents (Covered 
in full on P.18) have a baseline Range of 1 (See Battle-P.9) and 
produce stand alone effects. They have no special rules about how 
they function and are the most general type of Supernatural Talent. 
Supernatural Academic actions require the same amount of physical 
exertion and control as any average Combat action.

Examples of Academic Talents

Introspective Actions ( Level 0 ) 

Any Lore: Contemplative understanding of a topic 

Hiding: Devising the best way to conceal yourself and doing it. 

Looking: Finding things that may be hard to see. 

Deduction: The ability to solve problems and puzzles. 

Extrospective Actions and Professions( Level 2 ) 

Blacksmithing: You know how to create arms and armor. 

Fishing: Fully capable of fishing with all manner of things. 

Curator of the National Museum: Knows fossils, art , and how 
to handle antiques. 

Social
Social is an Action Stat that exemplifies social interactions, cultural 
exchanges and every situation that would require etiquette, force of 
will and a sharp sense of empathy. Depending on the description of 
the character Social can represent astounding manners, capacity for 
manipulation or simply an understanding of society. In some cases 
Social is also used to define abstract concepts like luck, fate, and 
karma. 

Characters who have not purchased at least one point in Social are 
not naturally willing to act or choose. 

Supernatural Social:  Supernatural Social Talents (Covered in full 
on P.18) are like Supernatural Academic Talents save for a few 
features: Social Entry Talents must define a medium of 
communication. The Social Talents can only be performed by the 
method described in its Entry Talent. In certain cases where the 
medium is ineffective the Talent itself becomes ineffective (such as 
singing to the deaf or dancing for the blind ). Supernatural Social 
Talents can always be used discretely while using the medium of 
communication. 

Examples of Social Talents

Introspective Actions ( Level 0 ) 

Lie: Ability to lie 

Empathy: Read a person's emotions. 

Etiquette: Maintaining proper decorum in any situation. 

Know Desire: Figure out what a person wants. 

Extrospective Actions and Professions ( Level 2 ) 

Haggling: Selling higher, buying lower. 

Diplomacy: Convincing people of your view. 

Mediation: Diffusing and negotiating peace between hostile 
parties.
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Capacities
Capacities are a type of stat that define the quantity of a limited 
resource you have at your disposal. These resources are generally 
displayed: 

“Quantity Remaining” / “Total Stat” 

Where your “Total Stat” is your current maximum capacity and your 
“Quantity Remaining” being the amount currently unspent. How 
stats are spent is dependent on what they represent. 

Basic C.A.S.T.E. Capacities

C.A.S.T.E. characters generally use only two Capacity stats: Hit 
points and Skill points. These Capacity stats generally restore once a 
character has had an extended period of rest. 

Hit Points
Hit Points (Hp): Represents a characters capacity to sustain or 
avoid punishment before being wounded, knocked out, or slain. All 
characters begin with 10 Hp. More can be gained through Talents or 
Equipment. Most often Hit points are spent when suffering the 
effects of a Talent action whose Effect deals damage to a character. 

Reaching 0 Hp: When a character has no more relevant sources of 
Hp left to spend they are ‘Swooned’. If, in a single action, enough 
damage is dealt such that a character would theoretically be required 
to spend to -10 Hp they are not simply 'Swooned' but dead. (see 
Battle-P.9 ) 

Skill Points
Skill Points (Sp): A character's ability to channel their own strength 
to perform certain energetic actions.  All characters begin with 10sp. 
More can be gained through Talents or Equipment. Generally Skill 
points are spent to activate Supernatural Effect Talents (see Talent 
Types-P.14). 

Talents & Equipment
Due to its variability and openness the Talents and Equipment rules 
are probably the most complicated part of the C.A.S.T.E. system. 
Because of this both have their own sections. Below is a brief 
synopsis of those sections: 

Talents
  In C.A.S.T.E. Talents define all potential actions and all 
specializations a character could purchase (learn) to improve their 
ability to utilize those actions.  Talents come in a variety of forms 
and and ultimately define the strengths and special abilities that 
define a character's flavour.

Creating a Talent: Each individual Talent is created by players on 
demand using the more expansive rules provided by the Talent 
Basics section (see P.12). See http://www.c-a-s-t-e.org for pre-made 
Talents (or create your own) by checking out the Forum or Talent 
Library area.

Talent Level: Talents are rated by levels.  A Talent's level generally 
determines its power with higher levels unlocking more powerful 
options (see Talent Effects by Level – P.20)

Stat Requisites: Talents have statistical requisites (based on Talent 
Level) that must be met before that Talent can be purchased or used 
(see Talent Basics – P.12 ).

Talent Requisites: Talents also require other Talents of a single 
level lower (or above) as a requisite to purchase. These requisite 
Talents have to be associated with the desired Talent in a way that is 
practical. This sort of requisite intrinsically creates entire trees of 
Talents which, in addition to providing statistical benefits, catalog 
the course of a character's career (or when pre-created can define an 
entire class of character). 

 Equipment
Equipments come in all shapes and sizes and can perform nearly 
every task. In most cases it is not necessary to quantify the value of 
the item (a piece of rope, for example, can do what a piece of rope 
can do.). There are, of course, Equipments that need quantity and all 
those Equipments (when written) follow the rules defined in the 
Equipment Basics section (see P.25). 

Creating Equipment: Each individual piece of Equipment is 
created by players on demand using the more expansive rules 
provided by the Creating Equipment section (see P.25). See 
http://www.c-a-s-t-e.org for pre-made Equipment (or create your 
own) by checking out the Forum or Equipment Library area.
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Basic Play
The following is the core foundation of the C.A.S.T.E. play rules. 

What you need to play:  

-A D20 (for check rolls)

-Some D6’s (for effect rolls)

-Paper and pencils 

- A GM and some players. 

-Written Characters 

Role Play
In most cases role-play involves a few players who take on their 
character's persona and a Game Master (Known as a GM) who will 
narrate the scenes, setting and conflicts that the characters encounter 
or create of their own. The C.A.S.T.E. system has no power over the 
role-play and thus will only cover the less important mechanical 
aspect of the game. 

Performing Actions
The foundation of any system is its method of performing actions. 
In C.A.S.T.E. actions are defined as anything a character does and 
represented by Talents which are, in turn, linked to Action Stats 
(Combat, Academic, or Social) 

The Check Roll: Beyond general role-play scenarios where rolling 
is not required there will come a time when uncertainty causes a 
character to be required to check to see if they are capable of 
achieving that uncertain end. When such a time arises a Check Roll 
is made. 

To perform the Check Roll a player rolls a D20, adds their relevant 
Action Stat (or combination of stats) to their die roll, and then adds 
or subtracts any difficulty modifiers (or bonuses from Talents) from 
the roll. If a number greater than  or equal to 15 is rolled the check 
succeeds and the effect is applied. 

Remember: 

D20 + Talent's linked stat(s) +/- modifiers for difficulty >= 15 

Linked Stat: Because the actions a character can take are nearly 
infinite in variance it is almost impossible to properly categorize 
each relevant Talent and their linked stat(s) for every potential 
action. The GM, using the descriptions of the Talent, or barring that, 
the three Action Stats, resolves such things case-by-case. 

Difficulty: Difficulty of an action ranges from foolishly easy to 
neigh impossible. For easy tasks a bonus of up to +10 to the roll is 
generally acceptable, for highly difficult tasks –10. Players 
performing dynamic and interesting actions should not be punished 
for doing such. 

Impossible Tasks: Some tasks can seem impossible to achieve by 
the average character. For such actions the GM will impose a 
‘Degree of Impossibility’ based on the number of factors that make 
the situation Impossible (climbing a wall which is sheer, slippery & 
slanted may have an Impossibility of 3). A character attempting to 
overcome a single Degree of Impossibility suffers a –20 penalty to 
their roll. Multiple Degrees of Impossibility cannot be overcome 
without Degrees of Simplicity. 

Simple Tasks: Similarly some tasks are so easy as to be near 

impossible to not succeed. Just like with Impossibilities the GM 
should impose a 'Degree of Simplicity' based on the number of 
factors that make the situation Simple. A character performing an 
action that is a single Degree of Simplicity suffers no penalties to 
performing that action. Multiple Degrees of Simplicity eliminate the 
need for a Check Roll. 

Impossible vs. Simple: When dealing with a situation that has both 
Degrees of Simplicity and Impossibility simply subtract the lesser 
from the greater to understand the true Degree of the situation. 

Aiding: Multiple characters able to perform the same task can forgo 
their actions to help another to achieve success. To do this nominate 
the character who will roll the die, then they and all characters 
helping add their relevant stats and Talents to the roll. In a Battle an 
opposing character may, as an action, hinder a roll by using their 
relevant attributes to penalize the roll. (see Battle below) 

Battle
There comes a time in every game where one character will be in 
conflict with another. When such a time comes it’s a Battle. Battle 
comes in an Unorganized form and a Fully Organized form. 

Unorganized Battle
Opposed Roll: Battle, in its simplest form, is merely the means for 
one character to act against another to attain some ends. In an 
Opposed Roll the aggressor simply applies the defenders relevant 
stats (generally the same relevant stats that apply for performing the 
action) as a penalty to their Check Roll. Against multiple Targets 
success is determined by comparing the die roll and applying 
modifiers individually case-by-case. Success means the desired 
effect is applied. 

Remember: 

D20 + stats – Target stats +/- difficulty >=15 

Defending: Certain actions, such as hiding or repelling attacks, are 
intrinsically defensive. Defending against actions is automatic and 
never requires any roll (bonuses are already applied as penalties to 
the aggressor). Generally all defenses are introspective.  Any 
Degrees of Simplicity applied to defense are only added as 
Impossibilities to the aggressor for the purpose of canceling out his 
Degrees of Simplicity (no defense is perfect) (see Basic Play). 
Further un-applied Simplicities should be added as bonuses 
(generally +2) to the defenders relevant stat.  Finally defense is not 
an action in itself and must be qualified by a Restriction (such as 
against magic, or with a shield); this becomes important when 
creating Talents. 

Fully Organized Battle
When a situation occurs where constant actions will be performed 
by multiple parties Turn after Turn, it becomes useful to enact the 
Fully Organized Battle rules: 

Turns
The C.A.S.T.E. system organizes Battle into a series of Turns. Turns 
are used to define both lengths of time and distances of Range. 

Time: With respect to Time, a Turn is approximately six seconds. 

Range: When distance is concerned the Range defines the number 
of Turns of time away the average character would have to travel to 
reach their Target. Range 0 being melee distance, and Range 1+ 
describing the number of movement actions away it is. 
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To enact Fully Organized Battle follow these steps: 

Initiative
Initiative: Takes place when Battle first begins assuming combating 
parties are aware that the Battle is taking place. All parties involved 
roll D20+Combat, then order themselves from highest to lowest. 
This is the order in which participants will act. When each character 
is done acting then a new Turn will begin, at which point Turn order 
generally restarts from the top again. In non-fighting Battle 
situations initiative is not usually necessary. Whether initiative is 
rolled or not is left up to the GM.  Initiative is introspective.

Holding Actions: During Battle characters can hold their actions 
and wait for a more opportune time to act or move and may do so 
over multiple Turns.  While holding, a character gains no new 
actions (only refreshing used actions on their next turn).  After 
hearing the actions of another character, the character holding their 
action may opt to go just before, or at the same time as, the acting 
character, at which point their new place in the Turn order is set and 
actions resolve as normal. 

Movement
Movement: Every Turn when a character is able to act that 
character may make a Movement. To move: nominate the Target or 
position  the character wishes to move to.  It is assumed a character 
will be able to reach their Target or position providing it is within 
their Movement Range (generally 1 Turn), it wishes to be accessed 
by not avoiding Battle, and it is attainable by standard means. If it is 
avoiding the character's pursuit (by constantly moving away 
presumably) they will not be able to reach it normally. If it is 
inaccessible by Range or terrain it falls upon the GM to make 
known the Range (how many Turns it would take) to access it and in 
the case of terrain (such as a wall, river, or robotic production 
facility with buzz saws and such) it may require a Check Roll. 

Fleeing / Pursuing: A character who chooses to ‘flee’ can no longer 
take actions until he decides to stop fleeing. Likewise a pursuing 
character (somebody who is chasing a moving Target) can no longer 
take actions until the GM feels that the pursuit action is no longer 
necessary.  As a rule and an aid to GM judgment: characters that are 
performing these actions are temporarily considered to have a 
temporary “Runs Fast” Abstract Talent. (see Abstract Talents-P.17) 

Actions
Action: Every Turn when a character is able to act that character, 
provided the situation allows for it, may perform an Attack, 
Grapple, Press or employ some other Talent action.  Actions are 
performed in exactly the same way as described in the Unorganized 
Battle section. These actions can, of course, be performed outside 
Organized Battle. 

For the purposes of Talent creation, Attack, Grapple, Press and 
Initiative are all separate kinds of actions. (see Talent Creation-P.13) 

Attack: If a character wishes to physically Attack (usually with a 
Weapon {see Equipment-P.25} or unarmed) the Attacker makes an 
Opposed Roll.  Success means the Attack will deal its described 
Effect (such as inflicting damage) to that Target.  Attack is not an 
action in itself and must be qualified by a Restriction (see Talent 
Basics – P.12)(usually with a weapon or unarmed). Because Attack 
comes naturally and is easy to do it is generally considered a Simple 
action. (providing a Degree of Simplicity). 

Grapple: If a character's hands are empty they can perform a 
Grapple.  A successful Grapple means All involved parties are in a 
Grapple.  Characters who are in a Grapple cannot perform actions 

that involve movement (such as attacking, dancing and the like) 
until they succeed at a Press against the character on their Turn. 
Because Grapple comes naturally and is easy to do it is generally 
considered a Simple action. (providing a Degree of Simplicity). 

Pressing: If, on a character's action, that character is in a Grapple 
they may Press.  Press can be a movement of the character (perhaps 
out of the Grapple) or the whole group (perhaps towards that 
moving train) or some sort of described action against ones 
opponents. When this action is chosen the Pressing character 
describes the Effect of his action and makes an Opposed Roll. 
Success means the character inflicts the described effect.  The GM 
then opts to inflict appropriate damages if the description of the 
press implies it (for example if the Grappler is wearing spikes, or 
one is bashing the opponents head against a lit stove element.). 
Because Press comes naturally and is easy to do it is generally 
considered a Simple action. (providing a Degree of Simplicity). 

Swooned: When a character can spend no more Hp they are 
‘Swooned’. Swooned characters are unable to act and are basically 
completely immobile.  Should, in Battle, all player characters 
become Swooned, the Battle is lost and, barring any GM 
intervention, the characters will die (as they are unable to stop their 
own bleeding or die of starvation). If the Battle is won then 
swooned characters can be helped to make an eventual recovery. 
(Generally, with medical aid) 

OBLITERATION: Certain attacks kill. If an attack deals enough 
damage in a single hit such that a character would spend to -10 Hp 
they are dead and not simply Swooned.  Additionally any damaging 
Effect inflicted on a Swooned character kills them outright. 

The Swooning Strike: The character who strikes the blow which 
would spend a Target to 0 Hp (or Swoon them) gets to make what is 
called the ‘Swooning Strike’ (or 'Killing Strike' if the Target was 
OBLITERATED or was slain as a result of a killing Talent). At this 
time the character that struck the final blow gets the opportunity to 
re-describe his action in regards to what he does to the struck Target. 
This action, if used, can do anything that makes reasonable sense 
with respect to his original action but now allows him to enhance his 
actions to do, without required non-Supernatural Talents, things that 
he would not otherwise have the Talents to do (like inflicting a scar, 
dismembering a hand, tossing the character into something or 
someone or in the case of a Killing Strike decapitation or any 
number of grievous things). Adding a Supernatural Effect requires 
the use of a Supernatural Talent.  Furthermore, the character may 
also opt to reign back the deadliness of his attack making a Killing 
Strike simply Swoon and a Swooning Strike simply reduce the 
Targets Hit points to whatever number lies between his current total 
(before that action) and 0. This is a good time for the player to be 
creative and a GM should allow his player to have the opportunity 
to take center stage, monologue, ask questions of the defeated foe, 
leave his mark, or take a grisly trophy without necessarily killing or 
Swooning the Target. 
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Players & Characters
The following are a series of guidelines dealing with how to make 
characters and GM in a standard game using the C.A.S.T.E. system. 
These suggestions are not intrinsic to the balance of the system and 
should be altered to better fit with the type of game that is being 
played. 

Creating a Character
Because the core of any game is its characters one cannot have any 
sort of game system without some style of character creation rules. 
When creating a regular adult human character under the standard 
rules apply the following guidelines: 

Starting Stats: All starting characters have 10 Hit points, 10 Skill 
points, can move 1 Turn of Range per Turn, and have an Attack 
(kicks punches etc…) that deals 1D6 bludgeoning damage at Range 
0. All other stats (Combat, Academic, Social) and Talents need to be 
purchased separately using Character Points. Equipment, requires 
purchase with monies. 

Starting Points: In a standard game starting characters have 
thirteen character points to spend on stats and Talents. Remember: 
All living creatures must purchase all action stats at at least 1. 

Average amount in a single stat for an adult is three. 

Purchase Costs: Increasing a stat by one or buying a Talent of any 
level costs one Character Point. When using the Equipment rules 
Equipment costs its Monies Value in Monies (see Creating 
Equipment-P.26).

Starting Monies: Characters start with an amount of monies 
determined by the GM. In most fantasy games 1000 monies is 
sufficient for starting characters and players may opt to spend a 
Character Point to gain another 1000 monies at character creation. 

Natural Talents: Natural Talents can be declared and purchased at 
character creation when approved by the GM (see Natural Talents - 
P.19). 

Unified Natural Talents: The C.A.S.T.E. starting character rules 
assume that basic humans are being played. If this is not the case a 
GM may wish to freely grant Natural Talents to the players in order 
to create the style of characters desired (or to fit with the Module). 
In a situation in which one player wishes to play a standard human 
granting an equal amount of free Character Points should suffice as 
a balance. 

Levels: For those who are used to ‘level’ style progression and use 
it to determine enemy encounters it is worth noting that the first 13 
points is equivalent to first level and every 4 points afterward would 
be subsequent levels. For example: 22 points is equivalent to about 
level 3. 

Nature of Being
Whether rules exist in detail or not: all characters, in any system, are 
defined by their Nature of Being. This nature defines where a 
character cannot physically, mentally and socially survive in the 
natural world. 

For example:  It is well understood that, among other things, 
standard humans are not hurt by water but cannot breath under its 
surface. If a character is not human, and instead a vampire, these 
assertions can change. For the vampire his nature of being is quite 
different: He, among other things, doesn’t need to breathe at all, but 
chokes when garlic is in the air, or is hurt by sunlight. 

Because these changes are difficult to reflect with Natural Talents 
alone it is left to the GM to define a being's nature and their 
repercussions. Generally speaking the removal of any human 
weaknesses, by being something inhuman (like a fire spirit being 
capable of swimming in lava), is offset (or should be) by some other 
factor(s) (They die if it gets too cold or too humid). 

Being mindful of the Nature of Being can make for some much 
more interesting non-human characters and may be all that is needed 
to define them. 

Gamemasters & NPC
Though the C.A.S.T.E. system is supposed to be easy to learn and 
play, running the game does take a little practice. 

A good grasp on the core rules is a major boon when running but, 
because a lot of the system depends on situational rulings from the 
GM, it is far more important to have a firm grounding in common 
sense. Here are some generic pointers on how to run games using 
the C.A.S.T.E. system. 

GM Game Administration
Impossible, Simple, and Modifiers: It is up to the GM to 
determine and justify Simplicities, Impossibilities, and difficulty 
modifiers for every situation that requires them.

Player Rewards: At the end of every session of play all players 
should receive one Character Point to be spent at any time. If a 
character has accomplished some personal goal or a major plot 
objective has been reached an additional point should be awarded to 
the appropriate players. 

Restrictions & Relevance: Try to keep tabs on the Restrictions 
your players use for their Talents and the descriptions of how they 
work. There will always come a time when that Talent will not be 
relevant to a current situation. 

GM System & Setting Guidelines
Adding More: The rules defined in the C.A.S.T.E. system are only 
the most basic core rules and certainly do not encompass every 
situation. If you are hard pressed to find a way of doing something 
within the system check http://www.c-a-s-t-e.org for some player 
made C.A.S.T.E. Modules for suggestions (as there are, hopefully, 
others who have had the same idea) or simply create them yourself, 
use them and, if you like them, post them in the Module Library for 
everybody to enjoy. 

Autonomous Parts: In situations where one creature may have 
multiple parts that act autonomously (such as a hydra) simply write 
each part in separate smaller pieces and restrict them all to one 
movement in a Turn. In this way you can have them act separately at 
a lower bonus but with greater damage or all together at one 
stronger bonus but without the greater damage. 

Intelligent Creatures: Remember that an intelligent creature is 
more than just the baseline natural powers and stats required to use 
them. For intelligent, experienced monsters one should apply half 
again the number of points they are worth to flesh out the 
personality of the creature. 

Irrelevant: Don’t be afraid to make some Natural Talents on 
monsters irrelevant. Not maximizing the power of a creature is, in 
some situations, more appropriate as not all characters are 
specifically built to kill players. Many NPC’s have a panoply of 
skills that help in their everyday life but may never come up with 
the players. The added flavour is more than worth a wasted point. 
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Mooks: There is a lot that can be done with the generic 13 points. In 
most cases the basic mook need never go beyond that. 

Negotiate: Remember always that your word is law but not 
infallible. Be prepared to negotiate, as often an argument comes 
from miscommunication between the players and GM. 

World Restrictions: No two settings or genres are quite the same 
and very few would use all the variations that can be attained in the 
C.A.S.T.E. system. It is up the GM to define the setting Module in 
which they play by restricting the world. Feel free to cap Talent 
levels, cut Supernatural Talents from the game, and/or change the 
amount of bonus Effects Tech Talents are given. Everything you 
remove allows the world in which you play to treasure the 
remaining parts that much more. Allowing pieces that don’t fit in the 
setting diminishes the rest of the pieces that do. Be mindful of this 
and define your setting as exactly as possible. 

Talent Administration Guidelines
Cyclical: Never allow Talent Restrictions to be cyclical. No effects 
should ever be given by simply restricting one part of a Talents 
effect. 

Enhancements: Remember that Enhancement Talents only apply to 
the specified Talent defined at the purchasing of the Enhancing 
Talent. 

Flaws: Do not allow characters to receive extra points by applying 
or taking reverse Talents (or flaws). Have your players define the 
weaknesses of their characters by a lack of bonuses instead of a 
numerical penalty. Certain Progressive Natural Talents are a quazi-
exception. 

Talent Trees: In some games GM’s like to have pre-defined classes 
for their characters. These are often defined by restricting Talent 
choices to a specific tree. In such a situation it might be prudent to 
allow characters to deviate from the tree only by attaining a goal or 
plot reward that relates to the desired Talent (such as learning from a 
grand master of a secret style of martial arts). 

Talents
  In C.A.S.T.E. Talents define all potential actions and all 
specializations a character could purchase (learn) to improve their 
ability to utilize those actions.  Talents come in a variety of forms 
and ultimately define the strengths and special abilities that create a 
character's flavour.

Talent Basics
Talents Range in power from the most basic learning to cosmically 
powerful supernatural abilities. The limits that restrict a Talents 
power are defined by that Talents level. There are ten such levels of 
power. Level one being the most basic and level ten being the most 
fantastic (see Effects by Level-P.20). 

Talent Structure: No matter what its level a Talent maintains the 
following structure (in long hand): 

Sword Mastery x2 
Level 3 Combat 
Description: Mastery of the bladed edge.
Requisite: Attack with Sword
Effect: +3 to Combat stat when attacking with a sword.

By using this example we can see that a Talent can be broken down 
into five parts: Name, Crunch, Description, Requisite, and Effect: 

Parts of a Talent
Name: A basic descriptor of the flavour of the Talent and an 
indicator of how many times you have taken this Talent. 

Crunch: An indicator of the level of the Talent, the Action Stat(s) 
(Combat, Academic, or Social ) from which it is linked and the 
Talent type it has adhered to.  Talents have a statistical requisite that 
must be met before a Talent can be purchased. Thus this part also 
provides an indirect indication of the statistical requisite of the 
Talent, defined by the table below: 

  Talent Requisites by Level    

Level 00: requisite stat 1 (automatic)
Level 01: requisite stat 1                   
Level 02: requisite stat 2                   
Level 03: requisite stat 4                   
Level 04: requisite stat 6                   
Level 05: requisite stat 8                   
Level 06: requisite stat 10                 
Level 07: requisite stat 12                 
Level 08: requisite stat 14                 
Level 09: requisite stat 16                 
Level 10: requisite stat 18                 

Using our example and the table we can now see that Sword 
Mastery is a level three Combat Enhancement Talent and thus 
requires a Combat stat of four. 

Losing Stats: If at any time a character does not meet the statistical 
requisites for their Talent it becomes inactive until the character 
once again meets the requisites. 

Twin Stats: Talents that have two linked stats require only one stat to 
meet its requisite to be active. 

Description: A better description of the effect of the Talent and an 
indicator of when your Talent is relevant. For example a Talent 
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described as “Strong affinity for diving in the deep sea” would 
probably not be relevant when swimming in a shallow pool. Such 
descriptions are also important in affecting the nature of responses 
from other characters affected by the Talent or provide useful 
information when discussing adverse effects on peoples and 
environments in which the Talent is unleashed. (Fire damage 
starting fires for instance) 

Furthermore the description of the Talent allows the GM or other 
characters to enhance, penalize, or otherwise affect the Talent's 
effect based on the situation. (A Talent that creates fire might be less 
effective than a lightning Talent under water, a Talent that poisons 
may be curable by an appropriate action, or a Talent described as 
creating controlled vines might, in addition to its numerical Effects, 
be able to snatch a key from a hook on the wall) 

Requisite: The Talent's requisites beyond the statistical. All Talents 
of level 1 and beyond require a requisite Talent (due to the nature of 
level 0 Talents, all level 1 Talents are assumed to have met this 
requisite). The requisite Talent is minimum one level lower and is 
always associated with the Talent itself in a way that is practical. For 
example: one could not take a level 2 Combat Talent called ‘Sword 
Mastery’ and describe its requisite as being ‘Shield Proficiency’ 
with the association being 'soldiers training' because, although it 
makes a certain abstract sense, it's not sensible in a practical way. 
Swords and shields are very different things. In our example ‘Sword 
Mastery’ requiring ‘Sword Attack’ works because both Talents deal 
with perfecting offensive martial action with a sword. 

Talent Trees: As higher-level Talents are purchased and linked it 
becomes apparent that each character creates for themselves one or 
more Talent trees. These trees represent the growth of a character as 
an individual in his life. With this in mind it is reasonable to imagine 
a soldiers training not being a reason to link two Talents but an 
entire Talent tree on its own. In this way we can trace the career of a 
well-traveled character. 

Effect: What the Talent does or its effect as a result of success. In its 
most basic form C.A.S.T.E. has two types of Talents: Effect Talents, 
which perform a desired effect and may require a Check Roll; and 
Enhancement Talents, which give bonuses to stats directly, when 
using an Effect Talent, or to modify a Talents Effects. Other types of 
Talents are simply elaborations on these basic types for the purpose 
of defining their balance with respect to other Talents (see the 
Various Talent Type sections and Talent Effects by Level sections). 
This section is also where all Restrictions are declared. 

Restrictions: A Restriction, sometimes denoted by “Under a defined 
Situation”, is a non-negative situation or added cost that is required 
for the Talent to be relevant (aka: Usable) to the situation (see Talent 
Creation) 

Stacking: All relevant Talent Effects Stack.

Talent Creation
Talents are a major part of defining the various abilities of a 
character; as a result Talent Creation is one of the cornerstones of 
C.A.S.T.E., making it a vital skill for any would be player. Below is 
a Talent Creation guide that will take you through the process step-
by-step: 

The Concept & Permissions
Know What You Want: The first step to creating a Talent is 
knowing what, descriptively, we want the Talent to do. 

Find a Fit: Once we know what we want, compare our desires with 
what each level of Talent offers (see Effects by Level-P.20). If an 
Effect appropriate to our description is found (this sometimes 
requires a little imagination), and it is at a level for which we meet 
the statistical requisites (see table below), it is time to move on to 
the next step. If not then we may wish to raise our Action Stats or 
imagine another Talent to take. If our Talent is to be Supernatural 
then we should examine our options (and procedures) by looking at 
the Supernatural Talents section (P.17) and Supernatural Talent 
Effects sections (P.19) and choose any additional Effects and 
Restrictions to better define our Talent. 

  Talent Requisites by Level    

Level 00: requisite stat 1 (automatic)
Level 01: requisite stat 1                   
Level 02: requisite stat 2                   
Level 03: requisite stat 4                   
Level 04: requisite stat 6                   
Level 05: requisite stat 8                   
Level 06: requisite stat 10                 
Level 07: requisite stat 12                 
Level 08: requisite stat 14                 
Level 09: requisite stat 16                 
Level 10: requisite stat 18                 

Restrict for Flavour: While looking for the right Talent Effect it 
will be apparent that many Talent Effects will require one or more 
Restrictions. We, as the talent creator, choose our Restrictions based 
on the following definition: 

Restriction: A restriction is a specific non-negative situation under 
which the entire Talent's various Effects will be relevant. If any 
Restriction is not met then the entire Talent becomes non-relevant or 
unusable. Restrictions for Talents that modify an action cannot be 
inherent to the action, such as requiring a gun to get bonuses for an 
action that already is restricted to using a gun; nor can they be a 
universal trait taken for granted by the setting and players such as 
when time passes, while the world exists, or while the character is 
capable of performing actions.

The Rule of 1, 5, 10, 20:  When applying multiple Restrictions that 
stack, such as "Long Recharge: Requires a round to pass before 
action can be used again", a bonus Effect is granted only upon 
taking the first, the fifth, the tenth, and the twentieth instance of that 
Restriction. 

Do you Have What it Takes?: Next, determine if we have an 
appropriate Talent that can meet the Talent requisite of our soon-to-
be Talent. A Talent requisite has two requirements in order to be 
compatible: 1) The requisite must be no less then one level below 
our new Talent. 2) The new Talent must be associated with the 
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linked Talent in a way that is practical. If we've found an appropriate 
requisite Talent then it becomes time to move on to the next step; if 
not then we must determine where, on our tree of Talents, we can 
begin building towards our currently unattainable goal and return to 
step one. 

Define & Syntax
What are WE?: Now that nothing is holding us back we are now 
required to define the flavour, the Effects, and all the other syntax 
that goes along with a Talent. We will want to jot down the 
following: 

Name: The name of our Talent. If we've taken the Talent already jot 
down how many times we now have it here. 

Crunch: Now write down the level of the Talent, if it's 
Supernatural, or Natural, and then the Action Stats to which they are 
linked, and the type of Talent chosen. 

Description: Write down a short phrase describing our Talent. It's 
important as it helps the GM better determine when, in game, our 
Talent is relevant. 

Requisite: Now jot down the Talent requisite we've chosen. 

Effect: Now we write down the Effects and the Restrictions that 
we've chosen for our Talent. Generally the Restrictions required and 
the Effects granted are written in Effects by Level sections (P.20)(or 
point to the Talent Type that describes what is required) and it is 
simply a matter of filling in the required fields. 

Cost: If our Talent is Supernatural then we must take note of its Sp 
cost. 

Approve me!: Once all the steps are followed it's simply a matter 
having it approved by our GM. 

Talent Types
The following is a glossary of terms that define the various Talent 
choices and the rules that govern the effects of those choices.   The 
Talent Effects by Level section (see P.20) explains when each 
category of Talent can be purchased.

Effect Talents
Effect Talents are Talents that, if a Check Roll (when necessary) is 
successful, perform one or more effects. They are individual actions 
that characters have the choice to perform in any situation. Any 
Talent that has an effect is an Effect Talent. Different types of 
Effects Talents can be attained at different levels of skill and is 
elaborated further in the various Talent Type sections and in the 
Talent Effects by Level section. 

Examples of Effect Talents

[Weapon] Attack 
Level 2 Combat [Effect]
Description: Training in striking another with [Weapon]
Requisite: [Weapon] Proficiency (or other) 
Effect: Can Attack a Target with [Weapon].

Think about Rocks 
Level 0 Academic [Effect]
Description: The ability to contemplate the nature of rocks
Requisite: NONE 
Effect: Successfully contemplate the nature of one or many rocks.

Mediation 
Level 2 Social [Effect]
Description: Ability to diffuse and negotiate conflict between 
hostile parties.
Requisite: Empathy (or other) 
Effect: Parties begin bargaining and may stop fighting altogether.

Call Down an Air Strike Mk3 
Level 5 Supernatural Academic [Effect]
Description: Call down an orbital laser to strike a foe.
Requisite: Call Down an Air Strike Mk2 
Effect: 5d6 damage. Range 5. Restrictions: Target must be outside, 
satellite must be in correct position, Focus: Laser Target marker, 
Target must be solid.

Enhancement Talents
Enhancement Talents generally grant a significant numerical bonus 
to the use of an Effect Talent, or its Effects, and represent a 
character's specialization in that action. These bonuses are always in 
effect and applied directly to stats (if the character wishes it) or to 
the Effect when an action is successful. 

Stacking: All Talent effects stack. Relevance of individual Talent 
effects in each individual situation is determined by the GM. A 
Talent deemed irrelevant for the situation does not contribute to the 
action. 

Multiple Effects: During situations where multiple effects are 
affecting a single character such that the character's Talents are not 
providing bonuses against all Targets/situations: apply all bonuses 
individually on an case-by-case basis. 
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Examples of Enhancement Talents

Shield Mastery 
Level 1 Combat [Enhancement]
Description: Basic training in defense with a shield
Requisite: None 
Effect: +3 to Combat defense when using a shield.

Master Robot Lore-master
Level 3 Academic [Enhancement]
Description: You are well specialized in all robot lore.
Requisite: Lore-master
Effect: +5 to Academic for Lore-master Actions regarding robots.

World Customs
Level 1 Social [Enhancement]
Description: You are trained in the decorum of various cultures.
Requisite: -
Effect: +3 to Social when understanding World Customs

Two-Weapon Fighting 
Level 3 Combat [Enhancement]
Description: Skill at the art of Battle with two weapons
Requisite: [Weapon] Attack (or other) 
Effect: +1 Target when performing the Attack action with two 
weapons in hand.

Static Talents
Static Talents are Effect Talents that define your personal 
movements, thoughts, tactile senses, or understandings. They 
require no special training to perform, are specific in scope and 
cannot be encompassed by broad terms (such as science, or sports). 
Due to their nature all characters who meet stat requisites are 
considered to have already attained every Static Talent. 

Introspective: Static Talent actions cannot directly affect the world 
(People, or things) in an exceptional way. For example Static Social 
Talents cannot directly change the minds of the people around the 
character but one may give a character insight into what kind of 
payment the Target may desire in order to change their minds. 

It should be noted here again that performing an action for which 
you have no Talent is an option but is considered Impossible (see 
Basic Play) 

Multi-Action:  Because complex maneuvers often consist of 
numerous Static Talent actions:  A character, in achieving their ends, 
may employ, within reason, any number of Static Talent actions in a 
Turn (Generally never requiring a Check Roll to do so)

Equipment: Because Equipments are generally made to be easy to 
use, unless otherwise mentioned in their descriptions, or the 
character is trying to perform with the Equipment, something 
exceptional, the use of all Equipment is considered a Static Talent 
that doesn’t require any Check Rolls (simplicity-2 if necessary). 

It should be noted that using the Equipment does not mean, for 
instance, in the case of weapons, attacking somebody with it, but 
instead, simply being able to wield it properly for the purposes of 
attacking. 

Examples of Static Talents

Jump 
Level 0 Combat [Static]
Description: Bend your knees and lift off… with a return trip to the 
ground
Requisite: NONE 
Effect: You hurl yourself from one place to where you want to go.

Think about Computers 
Level 0 Academic [Static]
Description: Ponder about and maybe even solve problems 
involving computers.
Requisite: NONE 
Effect: You realize information about a computer related issue. 

Empathy 
Level 0 Social [Static]
Description: Ability to discern the emotions of person or creature
Requisite: NONE 
Effect: You discover the feelings (perhaps hidden) of the person 
your empathizing with.

Hiding 
Level 0 Academic [Static]
Description: Conceal yourself amongst persons, objects or shadow.
Requisite: NONE 
Effect: You make yourself unseen. (Generally this does not require 
a roll. It is more often used to defend against persons trying to find 
you when you are hidden.  See Battle.)

Active Talents
Active Talents are Effect Talents, which, like Static Talents, define 
your personal movements, thoughts, tactile senses, or 
understandings. Contrary to Static Talents, Active Talents allow 
users to perform mundane actions that have a direct statistical effect 
on the world around them and/or generally require a fair degree of 
training. Active Talents are defined in broad terms and represent a 
panoply of skills. Without the proper Talent these tasks are 
Impossible to perform effectively. 

Equipment: Equipment that requires an Active Talent to use does 
not require a Check Roll (simplicity 2 if necessary) if the correct 
Active Talent is known. 

Examples of Active Talents

[Weapon] Attack 
Level 2 Combat [Active]
Description: Training in striking another with [Weapon]
Requisite: [Weapon] Proficiency (or other) 
Effect: Can Attack a Target with [Weapon]

Armor Smithing 
Level 2 Academic [Active]
Description: Knowledge and ability to craft armors
Requisite: Armor Savant (or other)
Effect: Craft armors or find & repair flawed/damaged armors. 
(Crafting generally does not require any rolls as they are extended 
projects)
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Mediation 
Level 2 Social [Active]
Description: Ability to diffuse and negotiate conflict between 
hostile parties.
Requisite: Empathy (or other) 
Effect: Parties begin bargaining and may stop fighting altogether.

Use Potions 
Level 2 Academic [Active]
Description: Knowledge and ability to apply salves and potions
Requisite: Herbalism (or other)
Effect: Salves can be applied and its effects unleashed.

Professions
Professions are simply undefined groups of Static Talents organized 
to portray some sort of training or job undergone by the character. In 
certain situations the right Profession can allow for complex actions 
that may have been Impossible (or required multiple Check Rolls 
(see Basic Play)) to be performed without penalty (or with only one 
roll).  Furthermore, any bonuses applied to the use of a Profession is 
applied to the individual use of any Static Talent (and if all relevant 
Talents have a bonus the lowest among them is granted to the use of 
the Profession). 

Whether a Profession is relevant to a situation or not is at the 
discretion of the GM. 

Examples of Professions

Acrobatics 
Level 2 Combat [Profession]
Description: Jumping, Flips, Somersaults, etc…
Requisite: High Jumping (or other) 
Effect: Perform the stunning feat of agility... with a little flair.

Curator of the National Museum 
Level 2 Academic [Profession]
Description: You have knowledge of and maintained the exhibits of 
the National Museum 
Requisite: Loves Archeology (or other)
Effect: Understand the facet of the current archeological/historical 
problem

Ghasengrasian Socialite 
Level 2 Social [Profession]
Description: Training in the culture of the city of Ghasengras.
Requisite: Heraldry (or other) 
Effect: Perform with good manners, understand the crests, or other 
cultural exchange within Ghasengras.

Proficiencies
Proficiencies are a special case of Enhancement Talents that 
represent a character's basic martial training with some defined type 
of Equipment. Proficiencies usually fall under two categories 
depending on the type of Equipment the Talent enhances: Weapons, 
or Armor and Shields. (see Equipment Basics-P.25) 

Weapon: Proficiencies with weapons allow users to succeed with 
Attack on a roll of 10 (instead of the standard 15) when using that 
defined type of weapon. Only Weapon Proficiencies can reduce 
difficulties in this way. 

Armor and Shield: Proficiencies with armors double Hp bonus 
Effects with that defined type of armor.  Proficiencies with shields 
double the combat defense bonus Effects of a defined type of shield. 

Proficiency bonuses never stack.  Because of the inherent ease of 
use of most martial Equipment, no other type of action is suitable to 
be enhanced in this way. 

Examples of Proficiencies

Sword Proficiency 
Level 1 Combat [Proficiency ]
Description: Martial training with swords
Requisite: none
Effect: Hit with a sword on a 10 instead of 15.

Full Armor Proficiency 
Level 1 Combat [Proficiency ]
Description: Training in the effective use of full body armors.
Requisite: none 
Effect: Doubles the Hp Effects from full body armor.

Free Hand Shield Proficiency 
Level 1 Combat [Proficiency ]
Description: Practiced expertise in shields attached to wrists.
Requisite: none
Effect: Doubles the Combat defense effects of a free handed shield.

Style Talents
Style Talents are a type of Enhancement Talent that represent the 
additional effects of employing some martial/mystical/scientific 
etc… training to a Talent action chosen when the Style Talent is 
created. Style Talents require some form of Restriction in order to 
explain what is being done to enhance the action and, as a result of 
working to the Restriction, grant an additional Effect (chosen from 
existing Effects produced by the Talent) or a Meta-Effect (see 
Supernatural Talents-P.18 or Level 3 Talent Effects-P.21). 

Bonus Effects from Style Talents do not stack with other Style 
Talents of the same level that have the same chosen Restriction. 
(Meaning there is no reason to take the same Style Talent twice 
within the same level bracket) (see Effects by Level section-P.20) 

Style Talents require either the Talent that is to be enhanced or an 
identical Style Talent of lower level as its Talent Requisite.

Chosen Effects must conform to the sensible physical reality of the 
Talent action to be modified (for example granting +1 Range to a 
magic spell can make sense but +1 Range to an Attack with a sword 
doesn't unless your throwing the sword away.) 

Examples of Style Talents

Two Weapon Fighting 
Level 3 Combat [Style]
Description: Attack as a whirling dervish with multiple weapons. 
Requisite: Attack 
Effect: +1 Targets, must be wielding two or more weapons

Shield Wall Formation 
Level 1 Combat [Style]
Description: Aid your nearby comrades in their defense
Requisite: none 
Effect: +1 Target to Aid Combat Defense, Targets must be Range 0.

Arcana Electron-Conduction Stance 
Level 4 Academic [Style]
Description: Enhance Arcana Electron with a runed metal rod.
Requisite: Arcana Electron 
Effect: +1D6 electric damage, requires runed conductor rod
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Abstract Talents
Abstract Talents are Enhancement Talents that, under a defined 
situation,  improve a character's Effect Talents with a qualitative 
(rather then quantitative) bonus. This bonus is defined in a 
reasonable way by various traits like time, precision, or expertise. 
When performing actions for which a character has a relevant 
Abstract Talent that action gains a Degree of Simplicity for each 
Abstract Talent that is relevant. 

If, outside of a battle, two characters are in opposition with different 
relevant Abstract Talents it is up to the GM to determine which 
Talent is more relevant to the current situation and the final outcome 
of the opposition between both characters. If no solution can be 
finitely envisioned then characters proceed as if no Abstract Talents 
were brought up. 

Additionally Abstract Talents, in situations where the Talent may be 
of help to the situation but is not directly relevant, grant a +2 bonus 
to checks using their linked stat (and, in the case of time based 
Abstract Talents, increases rate by 1/3). 

For example: character 1 could take the Abstract Talent 'Runs Fast' 
x3 that allows him to run quickly (and because he has taken it three 
times allows him to move at Range 2 in combat). This means that 
when character 1 is being chased by character 2, who has not 
purchased a similar Talent as many times, he will eventually escape 
the Target. But if character 2 has taken 'Run all Day' x1, which 
allows him to run for a long time, then, because for an extended 
period 'Run all Day' is more relevant then 'Runs Fast', character 2 
will most likely catch character 1 (albeit not until character 1 gets 
tired.). 

Examples of Abstract Talents

Strong Worker 
Level 3 Combat [Abstract]
Description: You can work with heavy things with great ease 
Requisite: Circus Strong Man 
Effect: Feats of heavy lifting are Simple 

Encyclopedic Knowledge of History 
Level 3 Combat [Abstract]
Description: You have a nearly encyclopedic knowledge of history
Requisite: Curator of the National Museum 
Effect: Remembering historical facts is Simple 

Sirens Voice 
Level 4 Social [Abstract]
Description: You speak with the charm of a siren 
Requisite:  Seduction Mastery 
Effect: Seducing men with your words is Simple 

Debilitating Talents
Debilitating Talents are Effect Talents that restrict the Target in 
some pre-defined way, such as disarming an opponent or locking a 
specific type of Talent (a Restriction with respect to how a talent 
functions in its description) for 10 Turns. 

To succeed at such an action the character must declare the use of 
the Debilitating Talent, explain the Talent they wish locked, and 
succeed an Opposed Roll with a +10 difficulty modifier (see Battle-
P.9). Weapon Effects (see Equipment Basics-P.25) are not included 
in damage when performing debilitating actions though bonus 
Effects (Style and Supernatural bonuses) still apply. 

Debilitating Talents, when relevant, can always restrict Talents and 
actions that use the same stat (combat to combat etc…) but cannot 
restrict Talents or actions of other stats unless a certain reasonable 
sense is made using the description of the Talent such as locking a 
dance Talent by slashing a leg., or locking a religious Talent by 
having them doubt their faith. In such exceptional situations it may 
be reasonable to allow the defender to use the stat that represents the 
Talent to be locked instead of the stat being used by the acting 
player but such considerations are left up to individual GMs. 

Locked Talents are irrelevant to all situations. 

Debilitating Talents can only affect Talents of the same or lower 
level. 

SUNDERING: Sundering Equipment held by another person is a 
Debilitating Action preformed as a Supernatural Effect that requires 
the sunderer to inflict, in a single attack, an amount of damage equal 
to or greater then the Targeted Equipments Monies Value divided by 
100 (a short sword worth 200 monies breaks when dealt 2 damage). 

Because Debilitating Effects do not deal weapon Effect damage 
upon their Targets it is the job of the Talent creator to find a way of 
dealing damage to the Equipment (generally it is done by imposing 
a Restriction or taking the action at a higher Talent level). 

Armors cannot be sundered in this way. This rule assumes that 
valuable Equipments, such as lockets, rings or pendants, are kept 
equally safe through various means. At times when this is not the 
case it is at the whim of the GM. 

Examples of Debilitating Talents

Disarm 
Level 4 Combat [Debilitating]
Description: Remove the weapons from your opponents hand 
Requisite: Sword Mastery 
Effect: Opponent looses his weapon sending it where you like. 

Paralysis [Debilitating]
Level 4 Supernatural Academic 
Description: Cause limbs to numb and go limp. 
Requisite: Numbing 
Effect: Lock a Talent involving major physical action. 

Shut Up! 
Level 4 Social [Debilitating]
Description: Force somebody to be quiet and listen 
Requisite: Intimidation Mastery 
Effect: Lock a Talent that uses speech.
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Countering Talents
A Countering Talent is an Effect Talent that activates outside your 
action in a battle. Countering Talents trigger when a type of Talent 
action, defined at the Talent's creation, is made against the Talent 
holder (for example: attack in melee, or magical attack) in which 
you are the defender and the aggressor rolls a zero or lower on his 
Opposed Roll (after all penalties are applied). 

When triggered a Countering Talent allows you to immediately use 
an accessible Talent, defined at the creation of the Countering 
Talent, on the aggressor as if it were your own Turn to act.  All 
weapons or ingredients must be readied, the Target must be within 
Range or capable of being brought into Range at that moment, and 
all costs paid in order to activate. 

Multiple Talent actions or move actions cannot be stacked but 
having one Talent action and one move is allowable. (Example: 
failed spell casting triggers attack and triggers move action, which 
can be used in any order.) 

Examples of Countering Talents

Counter Attack 
Level 5 Combat [Countering]
Description: Recoil with an attack after a strike in melee 
Requisite: Graceful Sword Dancing 
Effect: A 0 roll from enemy melee strike allows counter with 
'Attack with Sword'. 

Counter Spell 
Level 5 Academic [Countering]
Description: Return with a spell after a failed spell 
Requisite: Return Fireball 
Effect: A 0 roll from failed enemy spell allows counter with Fireball 

Run from the Voices 
Level 5 Combat [Countering]
Description: Recoil with a movement after a talking command 
Requisite: Pig Headed 
Effect: Counter with movement after a 0 roll from enemy talking 
action.

Supernatural Talents
Supernatural Talents are Talents that leave the realm of natural law 
and begin to tap into secret sources of power. Be it magical energies, 
hidden talent, the Devil, or robotic something or other, all such 
Talents share the trait of being a Supernatural Talent. 

Supernatural Talents are Effect Talents but with greater cost and 
abilities. 

The Entry Talent
To access Supernatural Talents a character must first purchase an 
appropriate Active Talent known as an Entry Talent. Entry Talents 
define the flavour of preceding Supernatural Talents and represent a 
character's training in the methods behind the use of such Talents. 

When an Entry Talent is taken the Active Stat (Combat, Academic, 
Social) to which it is linked must link the rest of the Supernatural 
Talents that succeed it. Similarly any Restrictions (see Talent 
Creation-P.13) imposed on the Entry Talent are likewise imposed on 
succeeding Supernatural Talents.  A Supernatural Talent of one level 
above the Entry Talent can always use the Entry Talent as its Talent 
requisite provided it holds to the flavour of the Entry Talent. 

Stats & the Supernatural
The way a Supernatural Talent functions is reliant on its linked stat. 
The traits of each Supernatural Talent in regards to their Active stats 
are: 

Supernatural Combat: Supernatural Combat Talents function only 
by performing and modifying select mundane Combat Effect Talents 
under a defined situation; adding its effects to the selected Talent's 
effects immediately. For example: Instead of “Lighting Attack: 
Attack dealing 1D6 electricity damage.” that deals only 1D6 
damage, or “Enchant Lightning: Cause your next successful Attack 
to cause +1D6 damage” which gives your next Attack a bonus +1d6 
damage, Supernatural Combat Talents would be exemplified  by 
“Lightning Strike: Attack dealing +1D6 electricity damage” 
performing the Attack and applying bonus Effects all at once.

Supernatural Academic:  Supernatural Academic Talents have a 
baseline Range of 1 and produce stand alone effects. They have no 
special rules about how they function and are the most general type 
of Supernatural Talent.  Supernatural Academic actions require the 
same physical exertion and control as any average Combat action.

Supernatural Social:  Supernatural Social Talents are like 
Supernatural Academic Talents save for a few features: Social Entry 
Talents must define a medium of communication. The Social Talents 
can only be performed by the method described in its Entry Talent. 
In certain cases where the medium is ineffective the Talent itself 
becomes ineffective (such as singing to the deaf or dancing for the 
blind ). Supernatural Social Talents can always be used discretely 
while using the medium of communication. 

Creating Supernatural Talents
The following rules are meant also to accompany the Talent 
Creation rules (P.24) when creating supernatural Talents. 

Effects: Supernatural Talents purchase and assemble multiple 
Effects together to define the final Effect of the Talent.  All 
Supernatural Talents begin with one prime Effect choice; further 
bonus Effect choices are attainable through bonuses or Restrictions. 
(Effects that can be chosen are listed in the Supernatural sub-
sections of the various Effects by Level sections ) 
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Effects from Bonuses: Talent creators who chose only lower level 
Effects with a higher level Talent gain an additional two 
Supernatural bonus Effect choices for each level the prime Effect 
choice is lower then the Talents level. These additional bonus effect 
choices can chose Effects of equal or lower level to the Talents 
prime Effect. For example: “Fireball L3 – 1d6 fire damage.” at one 
level higher could be “Fireball L4 – 3d6 fire damage.” 

Effects from Restrictions: A Restriction can be applied in order to 
add another bonus Effect choice of equal or lower level to the 
Talents prime Effect.  Restrictions for Talents that modify an action 
cannot be inherent to the action; such as requiring a gun to get 
bonuses for an action that already is restricted to using a gun. 

Meta-Effects: Some Supernatural Talent Effects are defined as 
Meta-Effects. Meta-Effects are Effects that enhance the parameters 
of other Talents and/or Effects of equal or lower level. It is merely a 
keyword to easily describe these types of Effects for use with other 
Talents. (See Level 3 Effects-P.21 for a sample list of Meta-Effects). 

Cost of Use: Using a Supernatural Talent costs 1Sp per level of 
Talent being used. All costs must be paid and all Requisites must be 
in place before the Talent can be used. 

Supernatural Talent Sub-Types
Tech Talents: Instead of a Talent that is usable as an action; some 
Supernatural Talents can instead opt to define their Talent to be 
usable only for Equipment enhancing (be they magic items or 
advanced technologies). Supernatural Talents that do this are called 
Tech Talents. Tech Talents may purchase non-Supernatural Effects 
(defining their Restrictions separately) in the same way as it would 
purchase Supernatural Effects.  Additionally Tech Talents may opt 
to split its Effects into multiple sub-Talents, in which case each sub-
Talent is created separately (and for the purposes of Equipment 
creation are separate Talents) but applies all of the Tech Talents 
Restrictions as additional Restrictions to the Sub-Talents. 

Examples of Supernatural Talents

Screaming Air Guiding Arrow 
Level 5 Supernatural Combat [Effect]
Description: Launch a sonic speed arrow 
Requisite: Arrow of Wind
Effect: +4d6 sonic damage. Range +4. Restrictions: Target must be 
outside, wind must be blowing, focus: bow. 

Torrential Rain 
Level 9 Supernatural Academic [Effect]
Description: Gather the clouds to create great rains
Requisite: Storms of Poseidon 
Effect: Create 1D6 liters of water for indefinite Turns, Target: full 
Range, Range: indefinite, Restrictions: Requires drawn sigil, 
another action to cast. 

Who are you working for? 
Level 3 Supernatural Social [Effect]
Description: Get somebody to tell you who their masters are.
Requisite: Evil Silken Tongue 
Effect: Detect hidden personality trait (true master).

Forger of Flames 
Level 4 Supernatural Academic Tech Talent [Effect]
Description: Master of enchanting the Sword of Flame.
Requisite: Weapon Enchanting 
Effect: C3: Sword of Flame-( +2D6 fire Damage); C3: Firesword - 
(+5 to hit vs. flammable Targets); C3: Heat Resist-(Resist Great 
Heat (Abstract)); Focus: ruby.

Natural Talents
It is of course a fact of many tabletop games that not all playable 
characters are human and certainly not all characters that will be 
encountered are simply human either. In many cases different races 
of people or monsters are born with unique natural abilities or 
insights that are not gained through life experience. To represent 
these special natural abilities C.A.S.T.E. uses Natural Talents. 

The first and foremost point that must be made of Natural Talents is 
that their value in power is not equivalent to the power of a standard 
Talent. Natural Talents generally are more powerful as they are 
meant solely for defining racial or species-specific attributes. 

There are two types of Natural Talents: Progressive Natural Talents, 
which define similar inter-species traits whose power varies from 
species to species, and Standard Natural Talents, which define a 
species’ unique natural abilities using standard Talent Creation rules. 

The Killing Condition is the silent third type of Natural Talent but is 
solely for use at the GM's discretion. The Killing Condition works 
outside the standard rules and does not interact (without GM 
approval) with any other rules (such as Creating Equipment, 
polymorph effects and the like). 

Progressive Natural Talents
Progressive Natural Talents can only be taken once per Talent level, 
linking from themselves, and representing the different features that 
can be given to any species in varying degrees such as size, natural 
armor, terrible claws, inhuman beauty, etc. Specific examples 
include: 

Natural Armor: +10 hp per level (tough hide to skin like adamant) 

Natural attacks: +1d6 natural attack damage per level (claws to 
terrible scythes of rending doom.) 

Massive: +10hp, +1D6 dmg, -2 Combat (from big … to bigger… to 
no bigger then that… to NO IT WAS WEARING LEVIATHANS 
FOR EARRINGS BIG.) Massive is generally defined as half again 
as large. As a result of taking this Talent the GM may opt to allow 
the wielding of larger Equipments (See Equipment-P.25) and grant 
certain situational modifiers. 

Small: +3 Combat defenses, -1D6 damage (From munchkin to 
microbe) Small is similar to massive except half size. 

Inhuman Beauty: +2 to Social offenses (strangely beautiful to 
divine beauty) 

Energized: +10 sp per level (feisty to un-stoppable energy). 

Standard Natural Talents
Standard Natural Talents only differ from Standard non-Natural 
Talents in three ways: 

Requisites: Unlike normal Talents, Standard Natural Talents do not 
require Talent requisites to function and, with the exception of the 
Supernatural (see below) do not require any statistical requisites 
either. 

Supernatural Costs: Supernatural Standard Natural Talents 
function just like Supernatural Talents save that they do not require 
the use of Skill Points if the statistical requisites are met. 

Inherent Restriction: All Supernatural Natural Talents have an 
inherent Restriction that grants no Effects. 
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Natural Designate: Any Standard Natural Talent created with a 
stand alone Supernatural Abstract Effect (Talent created with only 
that Effect) may, at Talent creation, be labeled a Natural Designate. 
Talents that are Natural Designates become Abstract Talents using 
the chosen Supernatural Effect (meaning it's always active). If 
statistical requisites for the Talent are not met then appropriate Sp 
must be spent at the beginning of that character's action to allow the 
Talent to be relevant that Turn. 

The Killing Condition
The Killing Condition is a highly useful type of Standard Natural 
Talent. This special sort of Natural Talent easily defines races or 
creatures that are of particular difficulty to kill. Creatures with 
regeneration, impenetrable skin or villains that just won’t die make 
prime candidates for the Killing Condition. Any creature with these 
Talents cannot be killed by normal means, sometimes with 
repercussions for failure, and must be defeated by the appropriate 
Swooning Strike. This condition must be described when the Talent 
is made. The Killing Condition cannot be taken twice at the same 
level. its Effects per level are described below: 

Level 1: The Talent holder is defeated but will rise again in due 
time. The nature of this 'resurrection' varies from monster to 
monster (examples include Liches, Death Knights, or Trolls.). 

Level 2: The Talent holder cannot be swooned nor killed and their 
hit points cannot be reduced below 1Hp unless the appropriate 
Swooning Strike is made. 

Level 3-9: Repercussions for failure to perform the correct 
Swooning Strike. Purchased in the same way as any normal 
Supernatural Talent. The Effects are applied immediately after the 
strike is unsuccessful. 

Using Natural Talents
Forced Spending: Players which choose to play special races (and 
are approved by the GM) that are notably different from the 
standard ‘non-special’ basic player package must spend all character 
points towards their Standard Natural Talents before they purchase 
any others. Afterwards the player should devote at least fifty percent 
of his acquired points to the purchase of any remaining Natural 
Talents until such time that they are fully paid off. 

Growing up: If for some reason a Natural Talent is no longer 
relevant (because, for example, a small creature grows larger) then 
the GM may opt to remove the Talent (or highest instance of that 
Talent) and grant the player an extra point to spend on whatever 
they please. 

IT MUST BE STRESSED: Natural Talents are generally more 
powerful then standard Talents. To this end we must stress that such 
Talents are not meant for excessive use. They are meant only for 
basic racial traits that would apply to all members of that species. 
Any additional powers could be linked from Natural Talents, if 
appropriate, but should be bought using standard means. 

Talent Effects by Level
The Effects by Level Sections lay the foundation for what types of 
Talents can be purchased at what Talent Level using the C.A.S.T.E. 
system. It is the backbone of what C.A.S.T.E. uses to balance the 
innumerable choices that are imagined by players using the system. 

The Table, already divided by level, is, in most cases, further 
subdivided into Non-Supernatural and Supernatural Effects. 

Non-Supernatural Effects generally give full instructions as to 
what/how many Restrictions must be defined when creating the 
Talent with the chosen Effect. Non-Supernatural Talents cannot 
exceed the guidelines presented (see Talent Creation-P.13). 

Supernatural Effects are listed Effects that can be chosen when 
creating a Supernatural Talent. As explained in the Supernatural 
Talent section and the Talent Creation section you may take and 
assemble your Supernatural Talents with as many stacked together 
or different Effects as you have available to you. 

Level 0 Talent Effects
Automatic: Any character who has the appropriate Action Stat 
(Combat, Academic, or Social) of at least 1 is assumed to have 
already acquired all Level 0 Talents. 

Non-Supernatural Talent Effects
Static Talent: A Static Talent. 

Level 1 Talent Effects
Non-Supernatural
Equipment Proficiency: Proficiency with one type of weapon, 
armor of a specific type, or type of shields. (see Equipment Basics-
P.25) 

Enhancement to Level 0: An Enhancement Talent that grants +3 
to a Level 0 Effect Talent or +5 with a Restriction. 

New Language: Abstract Talent that allows the understanding of 
another language in speech and text. 

Level 2 Talent Effects
Non-Supernatural
Active Talent: An Active Talent (which includes Supernatural Entry 
Talents). 

Professions: A Profession. 

More Capacity: An Enhancement Talent that grants +3 to a 
Capacity Stat or +5 with a Restriction. 
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Level 3 Talent Effects
Non-Supernatural Talents
Style Talent: A Style Talent that enhances an Effect Talent of at 
least one level lower. 

Static Abstract: An Abstract Talent that enhances a Static Talent. 

Talented Crafting: An Active Talent that enhances an Active 
Crafting Talent (like 'Armor Smithing') or stand alone Active Talent 
(like 'Scroll Writing') to allow for the construction of Talented 
Equipment of that type. 

Enhancement to Level 2: An Enhancement Talent that grants an 
Active Talent a +3 bonus to its use or +5 with a Restriction. 

Supernatural Effects
Buff/Debuff: Grant one Target a D6 bonus or penalty to an Action 
Stat (Combat, Academic, or Social) for 10 Turns. 

Mass Buff/Debuff: Grant D6 Targets +/-1 to an Action Stat for 10 
Turns 

Manipulate Base Materials: Create or displace D6 kilos/litres of a 
defined non-valuable substance for 10 Turns. 

Simple Illusion: Create a defined simple illusion that affects one 
sense for 10 Turns.

Damage: Attack that deals (+)1D6 damage of a defined type. 

Detect Trait: Detect certain defined hidden personality trait in a 
person or lies about a chosen subject for 10 Turns (ex: sense evil, 
detect lying). 

Summon Creature: Summon an existing nearby creature (of no 
more then 3 points) of a defined type such as a rat, sparrow or djinn 
that will act under your control for 10 Turns. This effect can be 
combined together with itself at Talent creation to summon larger 
and more powerful creatures. 

Cure Swoon: Cure a character of swooning by physical damage 
(not the product of a swooning Effect.) This does not heal Hp and 
Target will re-swoon if not treated. 

Other Effect: Create another Effect  (or Meta-Effect) of similar 
power level as effects described above (or below). 

Meta-Effects
+10 Turns: Enhance the duration of one Effect by 10 Turns. 

+1 Range: Add one Turn of Range to the Effects of a Talent. 

+1 Target: Apply an additional Target to be affected by the Talent. 

-1 Sp Cost: Reduce by one the Sp cost of an Effects Talent. 

Ignore Restriction: Ignore one Restriction imposed on a Talent. 

Swap: Grant each of two chosen (non-Swap) Effects within the 
Talent the option of being exchanged for a single Effect, defined at 
Talent creation, and chosen from already existing Effects within the 
Talent or a Meta-Effect (Swap cannot be chosen as one of these 
Effects). 

Level 4 Talent Effects
Non-Supernatural Effects
Enhancement to Level 3: An Enhancement Talents that grants +3 
to the use of a Level 3 Supernatural Talent or +5 with a Restriction 

Style Talent: A Style Talent that enhances an Effect Talent of at 
least one level lower. 

Damage Reduction: An Enhancement Talent that reduces damage 
received by 2 point or 4 points with a Restriction. 

Damage Increase: An Enhancement Talent that, with a Restriction, 
increase damage inflicted by +2 points or +1D6 with a second 
Restriction. 

Debilitating Talent: A Debilitating Talent. 

Active Abstract: An Abstract Talent that enhances an Active Talent. 

Supernatural Effects
Cap Damage: Grant one individual a D6 bonus or penalty to a 
Capacity stat for 10 Turns 

Supernatural Abstract: Grant an Abstract Talent that is defined by 
a lower level Abstract Talent in a way that can be beyond reality for 
1 Turn. Such Talents, in addition to their descriptive benefits, count 
numerically as three standard Abstract Talents of the similar, less 
supernatural type. For example: 'Fly' would count as three 'Jumps 
High' Abstract Talents in addition to any descriptive benefits. If a 
character has an appropriate Abstract Talent linked to the Talent 
with this Effect they do not need an Entry Talent. 

Moderate Illusion: Create a moderately complex illusion that can 
change if a certain requirement defined by the caster is met that 
affects one sense for 10 Turns. 

Force Suggestion: Impose a suggestion (action, emotional response 
etc…) to a Target that will be followed unless ultimately against 
their scruples for 10 Turns. 

Paralysis: Perform a Debilitating Talent Effect without penalty that 
lasts only 1 Turn. 

Dampen/Magnify Damage: Reduce or Increase damage taken by a 
defined type of damage by D6 for 10 Turns. 

Dispell: Nullify a defined category of Effects imposed by applicable 
Supernatural Talents of level 3 or lower. For example: 'Dispel Minor 
Magical Might' (which may nullify all statistical bonuses gained by 
Academic Supernatural Effects of level 3 or lower). 

Meta-Effect: A Meta-Effect.

Other Effect: Another Effect of similar power to the Effects 
described above. 
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Level 5 Talent Effects
Non-Supernatural Effects
Enhancement to Level 4: An Enhancement Talent that grants +3 to 
the use of a Level 4 Supernatural Talent or +5 with a Restriction. 

Style Talent: A Style Talent that enhances an Effect Talent of at 
least one level lower. 

Meta Talent: An Enhancement Talent that grants to a level 3 
supernatural Talent an additional Supernatural Effect up to level 3 
chosen from Effects already taken by the Talent or from Meta-
Effects. 

Counter Action: A Countering Talent. 

Supernatural Effects
Active Supernatural Abstract: Grant an Abstract Talent that is 
defined by a lower level Abstract Talent in a way that can be beyond 
reality for 1 Turn. Such Talents, in addition to their descriptive 
benefits, count numerically as three Standard Abstract Talents of a 
similar, less supernatural type. For example: 'Magicraker' would 
count as three 'Master Lock Pick' Abstract Talents in addition to any 
descriptive benefits. Finally if a character has an appropriate 
Abstract Talent linked to the Talent with this Effect they do not need 
an Entry Talent. 

Summon: Conjure from nothing a creature (of no more then 3 
points) of a defined type such as a rat, sparrow or djinn that will act 
under your control for 10 Turns. This effect can be combined 
together with itself to create larger and more powerful creatures. 

Manipulate Semi-Valuable substance: Produce or displace D6 
kilos/litres of a semi-valuable substance (including crafted materials 
of moderate value like swords) for 10 Turns. Using this Effect to 
disarm an opponent would be treated like a Debilitating Talent. 

Slumber: Render one Target unable to move or act for 1d6 hours. 
This Effect is ended if the Target is hurt or heavily jostled. The 
Target is not Swooned. 

Negative Polymorph: Remove the highest-level instance of any 
defined Progressive Natural Talent or point of stat linked from that 
Talent for 10 Turns. 

Positive Polymorph: Purchase a highest-level possible instance of a 
defined Progressive Natural Talent or, if stat requisites are not met, a 
point of stat linked from that Talent for 10 Turns.  

Dispell: Nullify a defined category of Effects imposed by applicable 
Supernatural Talents of level 4 or lower. 

Teleport: Move instantaneously from one point to another point 
within 1 Turn of Range ignoring normal obstacles. 

Meta-Effect: A Meta-Effect.

Other Effect: Another ability of similar power as the ones 
described above. 

Level 6 Talent Effects
Non-Supernatural Effects
Enhancement of Level 5: An Enhancement Talent that grants +3 to 
the use of a Level 5 Supernatural Talent or +5 with a Restriction. 

Style Talent: A Style Talent that enhances an Effect Talent of at 
least one level lower. 

Meta Talent: An Enhancement Talent that grants to a level 4 
Supernatural Talent an additional Supernatural Effect up to level 4 
chosen from Effects already taken by the Talent or from Meta-
Effects. (see Supernatural Talents or Level 3 Talent Effects ). 

Supernatural Effects
Mind Read: Understand inner secrets or read thoughts of an 
individual. 

Charm: Force a hostile Target into becoming friends or acting 
against his companions for 10 Turns. 

Manipulate Precious Materials: Conjure or displace 1D6 
kilos/litres of precious material (such as gold) for 10 Turns 

Conjure Structure: Create a structure roughly the size of 3 people 
or alter an area of a certain type of material of that size for 10 Turns. 

Dispell: Nullify a defined category of Effects imposed by applicable 
Supernatural Talents of level 5 or lower. 

Prolong: Create the Effect of a third level Talent Effect with 
duration extended from Turns to Hours. No matter what Talent 
Effect is chosen this Effect is never a Meta-Effect. 

Extend: Create the Effect of a third level Talent Effect with Range 
extended from Turns to Hours. No matter what Talent Effect is 
chosen this Effect is never a Meta-Effect. 

Widen: Create the Effect of a third level Talent Effect changing the 
Target from a single Target to Group. A guideline for the area size is 
about ¼ of a single unit of Range and is indiscriminate of friend or 
foe. No matter what Talent Effect is chosen this Effect is never a 
Meta-Effect. 

Broaden Effect: Create the Effect of a third level Talent whose 
defined Effect is broadened to include all similar Effects (example: 
'Create Water' would become 'Create Liquids'). No matter what 
Talent Effect is chosen this Effect is never a Meta-Effect. 

Meta-Effect: A Meta-Effect.

Other: Perform an action of similar power to those described 
above. 
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Level 7 Talents & Effects
Non-Supernatural Effects
Enhancement of Level 6: An Enhancement Talent that grants +3 to 
the use of a Level 6 Supernatural Talent or +5 with a Restriction. 

Style Talent: A Style Talent that enhances an Effect Talent of at 
least one level lower. 

Meta Talent: An Enhancement Talent that grants to a level 5 
Supernatural Talent an additional Supernatural Effect up to level 5 
chosen from Effects already taken by the Talent or from Meta-
Effects. (see Supernatural Talents or Level 3 Talent Effects ). 

Supernatural Effects
Swoon: Instantly 'Swoon' a Target or afflict them with an ailment of 
similar power (such as paralysis, or comatose state.) such that they 
could be restored with proper care but if left alone may eventually 
die. 

Complex Illusion: Create a complex illusion, whose motives are 
defined by the caster and that can perform complex processes (such 
as holding a conversation), that affect one sense for 10 Turns. 

Create Structure: Create a structure of approximately the size of a 
small cottage or alter an area of a certain type of material of that size 
for 10 Turns. 

Dispell: Nullify a defined category of Effects imposed by applicable 
Supernatural Talents of level  6 or lower. 

Prolong: Create the Effect of a fourth level Talent Effect with 
duration extended from Turns to Hours. No matter what Talent 
Effect is chosen this Effect is never a Meta-Effect. 

Extend: Create the Effect of a fourth level Talent Effect with Range 
extended from Turns to Hours. No matter what Talent Effect is 
chosen this Effect is never a Meta-Effect. 

Widen: Create the Effect of a fourth level Talent Effect changing 
the Target from a single Target to Group. A guideline for the area 
size is about ¼ of a single unit of Range and is indiscriminate of 
friend or foe. No matter what Talent Effect is chosen this Effect is 
never a Meta-Effect. 

Broaden Effect: Create the Effect of a fourth level Talent whose 
defined Effect is broadened to include all similar Effects (example: 
'Create Water' would become 'Create Liquids'). No matter what 
Talent Effect is chosen this Effect is never a Meta-Effect. 

Meta-Effect: A Meta-Effect.

Other Effect: Perform an action of similar power to those described 
above. 

Level 8 Talents & Effects
Non-Supernatural Effects
Enhancement of Level 7: An Enhancement Talent that grants +3 to 
the use of a Level 7 Supernatural Talent or +5 with a Restriction. 

Style Talent: A Style Talent that enhances an Effect Talent of at 
least one level lower. 

Meta Talent: An Enhancement Talent that grants to a level 6 
Supernatural Talent an additional Supernatural Effect up to level 6 
chosen from Effects already taken by the Talent or from Meta-
Effects. (see Supernatural Talents or Level 3 Talent Effects ). 

Supernatural Effects
Kill: Instantly kill a Target. 

Dispell: Nullify a defined category of Effects imposed by applicable 
Supernatural Talents of level 7 or lower. 

Prolong: Create the Effect of a fifth level Talent Effect with 
duration extended from Turns to Hours. No matter what Talent 
Effect is chosen this Effect is never a Meta-Effect. 

Extend: Create the Effect of a fifth level Talent Effect with Range 
extended from Turns to Hours. No matter what Talent Effect is 
chosen this Effect is never a Meta-Effect. 

Widen: Create the Effect of a fifth level Talent Effect changing the 
Target from a single Target to Group. A guideline for the area size is 
about ¼ of a single unit of Range and is indiscriminate of friend or 
foe. No matter what Talent Effect is chosen this Effect is never a 
Meta-Effect. 

Broaden Effect: Create the Effect of a fifth level Talent whose 
defined Effect is broadened to include all similar Effects (example: 
'Create Water' would become 'Create Liquids'). No matter what 
Talent Effect is chosen this Effect is never a Meta-Effect. 

Meta-Effect: A Meta-Effect.

Other Effect: Perform an action of similar power to those described 
above. 
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Level 9 Talents & Effects
Non-Supernatural Effects
Enhancement of Level 8: An Enhancement Talent that grants +3 to 
the use of a Level 8 Supernatural Talent or +5 with a Restriction. 

Style Talent: A Style Talent that enhances an Effect Talent of at 
least one level lower. 

Meta Talent: An Enhancement Talent that grants to a level 7 
Supernatural Talent an additional Supernatural Effect up to level 7 
chosen from Effects already taken by the Talent or from Meta-
Effects. (see Supernatural Talents or Level 3 Talent Effects ).

Supernatural Effects
Mindslave: Enslave a Target indefinitely. 

Resurrect: Resurrect a 'killed' Target. 

Dispell: Nullify a defined category of Effects imposed by applicable 
Supernatural Talents of level 8 or lower. 

Further Prolong: Create the Effect of a sixth level Talent Effect 
with duration extended from Turns to Hours or from Hours to 
Indefinite (not permanent but a long time). No matter what Talent 
Effect is chosen this Effect is never a Meta-Effect. 

Further Extend: Create the Effect of a sixth level Talent Effect 
with Range extended from Turns to Hours or from Hours to 
Indefinite (all terrestrial distances). No matter what Talent Effect is 
chosen this Effect is never a Meta-Effect. 

Further Widen: Create the Effect of a sixth level Talent Effect 
changing the Target from a single Target to Group or from Group to 
Full Range. Full Range Effects hit all Targets (except the acting 
character) indiscriminately within the total Range of the Talent. No 
matter what Talent Effect is chosen this Effect is never a Meta-
Effect. 

Further Broaden Effect: Create the Effect of a sixth level Talent 
whose defined Effect is broadened to include all similar Effects or 
from similar Effects to all Effects definable by the Talent ('Create 
Water' becomes 'Create all Non-Valuable Substances'). No matter 
what Talent Effect is chosen this Effect is never a Meta-Effect. 

Meta-Effect: A Meta-Effect.

Other Effect: Perform an action of similar power to those described 
above. 

Level 10 Talents & Effects
Epic: Producing a lower level Effect with a level 10 Talent grants an 
additional two Supernatural Effects for each level the chosen Effect 
is lower then the Talents level. (This is in addition to the two already 
given) (see Supernatural Talents or Talent Creation) 

Non-Supernatural Effects
Enhancement of Level 9: An Enhancement Talent that grants +3 to 
the use of a Level 9 Supernatural Talent or +5 with a Restriction. 

Style Talent: A Style Talent that enhances an Effect Talent of at 
least one level lower. 

Meta Talent: An Enhancement Talent that grants to a level 8 
Supernatural Talent an additional Supernatural Effect up to level 8 
chosen from Effects already taken by the Talent or from Meta-
Effects. (see Supernatural Talents or Level 3 Talent Effects ).

Supernatural Effects
Time Warp: Travel 1D6 Turns backwards or forewords (direction 
chosen at Talent creation) in time (With reference to yourself.) 

Dispell: Nullify a defined category of Effects imposed by applicable 
Supernatural Talents of level 9 or lower. 

Further Prolong: Create the Effect of a seventh level Talent Effect 
with duration extended from Turns to Hours or from Hurs to 
Indefinite (not permanent but a long time). No matter what Talent 
Effect is chosen this Effect is never a Meta-Effect. 

Further Extend: Create the Effect of a seventh level Talent Effect 
with Range extended from Turns to Hours or from Hours to 
Indefinite (All terrestrial distances). No matter what Talent Effect is 
chosen this Effect is never a Meta-Effect. 

Further Widen: Create the Effect of a seventh level Talent Effect 
changing the Target from a single Target to group or from group to 
Full Range. Full Range Effects hit all Targets (except the acting 
character) indiscriminately within the total Range of the Talent. No 
matter what Talent Effect is chosen this Effect is never a Meta-
Effect. 

Further Broaden Effect: Create the Effect of a seventh level Talent 
whose defined Effect is broadened to include all similar Effects or 
from similar Effects to all Effects definable by the Talent (Create 
Water becomes Create all non-valuable substances). No matter what 
Talent Effect is chosen this Effect is never a Meta-Effect. 

Meta-Effect: A Meta-Effect.

Other Effect: Perform an action of similar power to those described 
above. 
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Equipment
Equipments come in all shapes and sizes and can perform nearly 
every task. In most cases it isn't necessary to statistically quantify 
the value of the Equipment (a piece of rope, for example, can be 
understood to do what a piece of rope can do.). There are, of course, 
Equipments that need established quantities and, in such a case, 
follow these guidelines: 

Parts of Equipment
Name: The name of the Equipment and any titles it might have. 

Description: A small description of the Equipment and its flavor. 
This is usually only relevant for magical or unique items. 

Type: A basic description of its size and the type of Equipment. (Ex: 
one-handed sword or curative potion). Generally speaking the size 
(or weight with respect to armor) of battle oriented Equipment (such 
as armor, shields and weapons) is dependent upon its Effect Cost. 
(See Creating Equipment) 

Effect: Its mundane properties. Weapons generally inflict damage of 
a certain type to a Capacity Stat (usually Hit points) when an attack 
is successful. Shields generally help defend the wearer in battle and 
provide a bonus to Combat defense. Armor generally grants Hit 
points. Special items of a magical, super scientific or highly 
sentimental nature usually grant Skill points. 

Everyday items (such as rope, a ladder, or a torch) generally do not 
require listed Effects (a rope is a rope) and is mostly left up to 
common sense. If a mundane item does require a listed Effect it 
would be placed here. 

Special: Any information on Talents the Equipment possesses. 
Using the special Effects of non-consumable Equipments that grant 
Supernatural Talents (such as a 'Wand of Fire Shooting') require 
their own Active Talents (such as 'Use Wand of Fire Shooting') or 
the exact Talent being employed by the Equipment. Broad category 
consumables (Equipments with limited uses such as curative 
potions) that grant the use of Talents require an Active Talent for the 
Equipment's type (such as “Use Medical Potions”). It is up to the 
GM to determine a consumable's type. 

Mundane Equipments generally do not need Talents to use (though 
items like swords are much more effective with proficiency) and 
usually only require a Static Talent to activate. In special cases (such 
as an item that is completely foreign to the setting of the game) the 
GM may impose the requirement of a Talent to understand and 
control its function. 

Activating a Talent from Equipment does not require the spending 
of Sp. 

Cost: The Equipments Monies Value on the market (if a standard 
market theoretically existed) and a guideline for its durability (see 
Sundering Below). 

Special Equipment Rules
SUNDERING: Sundering Equipment held by another character is a 
Debilitating action preformed as a Supernatural Effect that requires 
the sunderer to inflict, in a single action, an amount of damage equal 
to or greater then the Targeted Equipment's Monies Value divided by 
100 (a short sword worth 200 monies breaks when dealt 2 damage). 

Because Debilitating Effects do not deal weapon Effect damage 
upon their Targets it is the job of the Talent creator to find a way of 
dealing damage to the Equipment (generally it is done by imposing 
a Restriction or taking the action at a higher Talent level.). 

Armors cannot be sundered in this way. This rule assumes that 
valuable Equipments, such as lockets, rings or pendants, are kept 
equally safe through various means. At times when this is not the 
case it is at the whim of the GM. 

Optional Rule: Armor Durability: Over time armors wear and tear. To 
represent this a GM, in cases where repairing may not be possible, may want 
to impose the durability rule: If no character has access to an appropriate 
armor crafting Talent, is unwilling, or unable, to repair armor then for each 1 
point of damage an article of armor takes it removes 1 point from its Monies 
Value. When an armor's Monies Value reaches 0 then it is broken and unable 
to provide Effects until it is repaired. Talented Equipment whose Monies 
Values reach zero are stripped of their Talents and become mundane (albeit 
fancy) until re-crafted. Talented armors require appropriate special armor 
crafting Talents to repair. 

The “market” cost for repairing armor is 1 monies per 2 points value 
repaired. 

Creating Equipment
Because C.A.S.T.E. covers a whole variety of settings with 
numerous ages it becomes important to develop the ability to 
quickly create Equipments. The following is a step-by-step guide to 
achieving this: 

Concept & Creation
Know What You Want: The first step to creating any Equipment is 
knowing the description of what we want. 

What are We Making?: Next it's time to decide if our Equipment 
requires rules at all. If so then what kind of Equipment is it? Can we 
simply make the rules arbitrarily (such as a torch) or is it an article 
of battle Equipment that requires better defined rules? If it's battle 
Equipment what type would we give it (armor, shield, weapon)? 

Restrict for Flavour: What kinds of Restrictions should be 
imposed to define this Equipment? Even if the rules defining the 
Equipment are arbitrary it is important to (at least mentally) set the 
Restrictions defining its limits. 

Cost, Size and Effect: Arbitrary Equipments simply require us to 
understand descriptively what it will do. Once we understand its 
Effect we can move on to the next section. 

If we are defining Equipment used in battle or any other Equipment 
that, for one reason or another, grants us “mundane” statistical 
benefits then we must think about choosing Effects that best define 
our Equipment. We should also determine whether or not the 
Equipment is consumable and how often it could be consumed. 

Choosing "Mundane" Effects
Equipment Effects: The “Mundane” effects of Equipment (and 
generally what they imply) are:
+5Hp (more body protection) 
+5Sp (added fetishes and ornamentation)
+1 Combat defense (larger or broader guard against weapons) 
1D6 damage effect of a defined type (larger implement of 
destruction) 
+1 Range* to the Equipment's Effects (greater fixture allowing for 
Range) 
+1 Targets to the Equipment's Effects (heavier end or auto-fire).

Range Restriction: To purchase "+1 Range" the Equipment must be given a 
"Uses Ammo (x)" Restriction that provides no bonus Effects and can not 
reduce its cost (see below). 

It should be noted that, when creating Equipment, stats are meant to describe 
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what the (basically) mundane effects of an Equipment are and not what may 
be most beneficial. A mundane longsword, for example, does not have a 
Range of 1. This kind of bonus would have to be applied as a special trait. 

Effect Cost: Each Effect chosen has an Effect Cost of 100 monies. 
Battle Equipment must have at least one chosen Effect. 

Restriction Substitution: An Effect may be added to Equipment 
without adding to its Effect Cost by adding a Restriction that applies 
to all Effects. 

Over Restricting: A Restriction may be applied to all Effects of any 
Equipment with only one purchased Effect (not including Effects 
created with Restriction Substitution). Each Restriction taken in this 
way reduces the Effect Cost by 1/2 rounded up (thus 100 monies 
becomes 50 monies, then 25 etc..) 

Size: The more Effects added to an Equipment adds to its Size. Because of 
this every 0-500 monies in Effect Cost requires that the Equipment be 
wielded by an additional hand. Thus Equipment with 400 monies in Effects 
Cost would only require one hand, whereas Equipment with 1000 monies in 
Effect Cost would need two hands. 

Equipment that goes beyond 1000 monies in Effect Cost cannot be used by a 
standard character and may require a larger sized character, additional 
support from a tripod, an extra character, or other means not described in 
these rules for every extra 0-500 monies of Effect Cost.. 

Special Costs & Talents: Are we going to add Talents to our 
Equipment? Talents for Equipment are generally worth 1000 monies 
per level of Talent the Equipment possesses. Costs applied from 
adding Talents are never added to the Effect Cost. 

Define & Syntax
Now that we are aware of what we want and how much we need to 
define it, we will need to jot down the following: 

Name: The name of the Equipment. 

Description: Write down a brief sentence describing what the 
Equipment is and/or does. This is generally only necessary if we are 
defining arbitrary Equipments or adding flavour to battle 
Equipments. 

Type: If we are creating an article of battle Equipment write down 
our chosen Type (weapon, armor, or shield) and Size (how big or 
how many hands it requires to wield). If it's Talent enhanced, or 
provides Sp, but otherwise mundane simply list it as 'mundane'. The 
Size of the Equipment is dependent on its Effects Cost (See below). 

Effect: Here we write down our chosen Effects and Restrictions, if 
applicable. 

Special: List all Talents that enhance the Equipment and any other 
relevant information regarding its Talents (such as if it is not 
required to have an Active Talent to activate). 

Cost (Monies Value): Add together the Effect Cost and the Special 
Cost together to get its Monies Value. Whether this value represents 
the actual  purchase cost of the Equipment or a manufacturing cost 
is up to the GM. 

Crafting Equipment
Often conceptualizing and defining Equipment is not enough to 
actually attain it during an “in game” situation, and unless we are 
hoping for the charity of the GM to grant us our desired Equipment, 
it will be on us to actually create it. Below is a overview of what is 
necessary to achieve this: 

Mundane Equipment: In order to create any sort of mundane 
article of Equipment a character requires the appropriate Active 
Talents to represent their understanding of the process. Also 
required is a workshop with the tools and materials capable of 
allowing this process. The cost of a workshop is generally left up to 
the GM of the game and should be based on the rarity of the 
required tools. Value of materials is also left up to GM discretion but 
is generally worth half the Monies Value of the Equipment. 

The value of Equipment that has no battle effects is left up to the 
GM based on its rarity, complexity, and materials used. 

Special Equipment: In order to apply Talents to Equipment we 
require a number of things: first, our workshop must be capable of 
applying these special enhancements. As with any mundane 
workshop, its cost is left up to GM discretion. Second we need an 
appropriate Active Talent. Finally, we require unrestricted access to 
the Talent we wish to apply to the Equipment (this is usually 
achieved by having the Talent on ones character.) 

Consumables: Single use consumable Equipments are created at 
1/10 the total Monies Value. For Consumables with multiple uses 
simply multiply by the number of uses the Equipment has. 

Crafting Times: A single individual can create 1000 Monies Value 
of Equipment in one month (or about 35 Monies Value per day). 
Adding additional workers can, of course, mitigate the time required 
to create Equipment. (Additional workers require all appropriate 
Talents to aid in crafting) 
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C.A.S.T.E. Modules
Alone, C.A.S.T.E. is little more then a rubric for playing a game. It 
is not the game itself, nor does it try to be. It is the framework from 
which games can be devised and integrated into the system. Because 
C.A.S.T.E. defines the most basic concepts that exist in most every 
game and balances them within its architecture, theoretically it 
should require minimal effort to integrate any play mode, any 
setting, and any mechanic into the C.A.S.T.E. system's structure. 
Any additions of this nature in C.A.S.T.E. are referred to as a 
Module. 

With that in mind C.A.S.T.E. was built to conform to whatever 
setting is being played. It is the hope that C.A.S.T.E. will, one day, 
consist of thousands of different Modules; allowing a near infinite 
selection of play modes which, as a result, would allow groups of 
players to play an enormous variance of games or settings without 
having to learn a new, over-complicated and restrictive system every 
time. 

Players are encouraged to create modules that add, remove or 
change any rules they want to accommodate of the setting or style of 
play their group wishes to enjoy. 

Module Creation Suggestions
Simplicity of Globalism: It is the experience of this designer that if 
everybody has equal access to a mechanic that mechanic becomes 
difficult to imbalance. If your applying global rulings don't be afraid 
of game imbalance. 

Imbalance is Sometimes Good: Sometimes a setting has character 
types or aspects of the game which are designed to be stronger than 
other aspects of the game. When creating settings where this is the 
case, game balance should not be too grave an issue. With that said: 
It is a sort of C.A.S.T.E. art form to add, or restrict, mechanics to the 
structure in order to achieve the right feeling of imbalance that 
properly defines the game.  This might require a little practice or 
even some play testing. 

World Restrictions: No two settings or genres are quite the same 
and very few would use all the variations that can be attained in the 
C.A.S.T.E. system. It is up to the Module creator to define the 
setting they are creating by restricting the world. Feel free to cap 
Talent levels, or cut Supernatural Talents from the game. Everything 
you remove allows the world in which you play to treasure the 
remaining parts that much more. Allowing pieces that don’t fit in the 
setting diminishes the rest of the pieces that do. Be mindful of this 
and define your setting as exactly as possible. 

Unified Natural Talents: The basic C.A.S.T.E. starting character 
rules assume that basic humans are being played. If this is not to be 
the case a GM, using a module, may wish to freely grant Natural 
Talents to the players in order to create the style of characters 
desired. In a situation in which one character wishes to be a standard 
human:  Granting an equal amount of free character points should 
suffice as a balance. 

Steal and Re-use: Before you start making your Module take a look 
at some of the other Modules around the community for already 
existing mechanics that you would/could use in yours. There are 
numerous generic modules that could easily be placed in a variety of 
settings and pilfering, at least the basics, of their work will save you 
a lot of time and effort. 

Created C.A.S.T.E. Modules 

Module: The Neuronet/ Astral Projection
This Module represents a fully mind-integrated cyberpunk internet 
cybersystem (like The Matrix) which could also be used for things 
like Astral Projection. 

Combat Talents: Combat Talents are generally not effective on a 
Neuronet.

Social Talents: Social Talents cannot affect a Neuronet directly but, 
given a means of communication, can be used to influence 
characters using a Neuronet.

Academic Combat Talents: Any Combat style Talent must be taken 
as an academic Talent to be effective on a Neuronet (such a Talent is 
not effective outside the Neuronet).

Talent Restrictions: Generally global Restrictions for Academic 
Talents in the setting need not apply on Talents to be used on a 
Neuronet. A Talent taken in the standard way cannot be used to 
impact the real world.

Sp Bonuses: Bonuses to Sp from armors or Equipments generally 
do not apply on a Neuronet.

Use Neurocomputer: A level 2 Active Talent that allows the use of 
all Neurocomputers (or similar devices fitting of the setting), 
regardless of special Talents applied to the Equipment, is required to 
use a Neurocomputer. A Neurocomputer is required to access a 
Neuronet and is generally the only relevant Equipments inside such 
a place.

Requisites: All Talents must have their standard statistical 
requirements met to be used on a Neuronet. This includes any 
Talents granted by Equipment.

Sp Costs: All Supernatural Talents, any Talents granted by 
Equipment, and any Active Talents require the expenditure of Sp to 
be useful on a Neuronet for that Turn.

Sp Replenish: Sp replenishes at the end of every Turn.

Multi-action: In addition to their standard action a Neuronet user 
may also make use of any Active or Supernatural Talents as 
additional actions provided all Sp costs are paid for each action. Any 
Talent can only be used once per Turn. The acting character chooses 
the order of Effects.

Defense: At any time during a Turn on the Neuronet a character may 
activate a Talent that is currently inactive. The Talent cannot be an 
action. Bonuses are never applied retroactively.

Swoon: A user that is swooned on a Neuronet becomes unable to 
take actions or activate new Talents. If at the end of the Turn they 
are still swooned they are then ‘logged off’ and are unable to return 
for 2d6 Turns. Characters first entering a Neuronet or returning from 
a ‘logged off’ state enter at full Hit points.

Killing Strike: A user that would be ‘OBLITERATED’ on a 
Neuronet is instead swooned and the attacker may make a Killing 
Strike to destroy one of the swooned character’s Talents. Academic 
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Talents can only be chosen. Talents granted by Equipments are 
chosen first, then character Talents in ascending order of level, then, 
if no Talents remain, points in Academic.

“On the Neuronet”: ‘On the Neuronet’ is used to define if certain 
(Combat-like) Talents are used on a Neuronet or not. It is not a 
reasonable Restriction and cannot be taken as a Restriction.

Ego: On a Neuronet each character has within his computer a 
“Reality Interface Operating System” (or simply the will of the 
astral projector) that allows the character to shape the world around 
them. When two characters meet and are at a disagreement as to 
what their surrounding reality should be like and wish to assert 
control over reality, any character can ‘assert ego’ and change the 
makeup of reality (kind of like changing the desktop theme). 
Asserting Ego is a Static Talent Attack against the current controller 
of reality whose Effect is simply to change the look of reality. 

Examples of interfaces include: corp building, zombie town, 
haunted house, Japanese bathhouse etc…

Specific themes can be used as Restrictions. Non- specific 
Restrictions such as ‘when outside my OS’ cannot. 

Module: The Tower

This is a module which alters C.A.S.T.E. to use a Jenga style Block 
Tower to resolve disputes.  The Tower is a diceless module

Global

Cause and Effect: The use of D20's is unnecessary.  If, outside of a 
battle, a situation is not Impossible it is assumed to succeed. If 
Impossible, it is assumed to require twice as long. If Impossible-2 it 
cannot be achieved as normal. If necessary all Effect dice (D6's) are 
always assumed to roll 3's.

Hit Points: Hit points are ignored. Talents and Equipments that 
grant Hit points instead grant +1 Combat defense per 5 Hit points. 
(This sort of bonus can, if desired, also be purchased for Social and 
Academic given the correct descriptions.)

((Side note: If you do not wish to use the above Hit point rule one 
can simply say that Hit points work as normal and when Hit points 
are depleted the Battle-Disputes rules apply as normal for overflow 
damage and any further damage (or, alternatively, simply rule that 3 
Hp can be spent to ignore a Forced Pull) . This allows standard 
healing rules to be unchanged but reduces the number of immediate 
Pulls potentially making the game longer and less intense.))

Battle-Disputes

Complete Situation: Tower not only symbolizes a single battle but 
the whole course of battles within a single scene. If, during the 
course of a scene, a battle begins (if for example players attack an 
NPC) or if the threat of failure is constant within the scene (such as 
characters who are secretly raiding a facility) the tower should be 
erected and the following rules enacted:

Teams: Players and NPC's must be grouped into teams appropriate 
to their allegiances.

Tower Size: All disputes use a standard 18 story block tower.

Pull: For the purposes of description a "Pull" is: Removing a block 
from below the highest completed story of the tower and adding it to 
the top perpendicular to the grain of that completed story while 
taking measures to only touch that one block.

Meet the Penalty: In order to succeed at any action one needs only 
meet or exceed, with the character's relevant stats, all penalties 
imposed upon the action. 

Pull +3: When defending against actions a player (or GM 
representing the NPC's team) may Pull in order to grant their 
character a +3 to their relevant stat against that action. Additionally 
when performing actions a player may Pull up to 10 times to gain 
+3 to their character's relevant stat to perform the action.

Forced Pulls: For every 3 damage dealt to a character that player 
must Pull. A Player may forgo all Pulls by having that character 
swoon. If possible a player may forgo half (Rounded down) the 
Pulls by having their character flee the scene.  A character may not 
flee twice in one scene.

Team Defeat: If a Pull causes The Tower to collapse that team 
looses the scene. The team which acted against the party causing the 
failed Pull decides how the defeated team is handled for the rest of 
the scene. If the team caused its own failed pull (usually by Pulling 
to perform a penalized action) then it becomes the job of the GM to 
arbitrate this critical failure. If there is more then one rival faction 
left then the Tower is reconstructed and the game proceeds as 
normal. 

Module: Tech Level

This simple module can be employed to better define progresses in 
the types of Equipment that exist and their impact on less advanced 
Equipment.

Global

Damage & Armor: Armor, in its Effects, must explain what type of 
damage it defends against (this is ascertained when purchasing the 
armor and follows the table below). Armor is irrelevant against 
weapons who's physical damage type is of a higher level of 
technology (armors that use multiple tech levels have damage 
applied case-by-case).

Supernatural Damage: Supernatural damage from magical sources 
ignore these tech rules.

Cost: Equipment Effects appropriate to the tech level of the chosen 
setting are purchased as normal. Lesser Equipment Effects of lower 
tech levels are purchased at one half the cost per step down (two 
steps means 1/4 cost).

Tech Levels:

Stone Age
Weapons: Sticks & Stones
Armors: Wooden armors
Damage Type: Bludgeoning
Top Tech: Tech Talents do not exist.
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Metal Age
Weapons: Swords & Spears
Armors: Metal Armors
Damage Type: Slashing & Piercing
Top Tech: Tech Talents can produce level 3 Effects at maximum.

Powder Age
Weapons: Bullets & Blast powder
Armors: Re-enforced Kevlar
Damage Type: Ballistic & Explosive
Top Tech: Tech Talents can produce level 4 Effects at maximum. 

Energy Age
Weapons: Lasers
Armors: Energy Shielding
Damage: Energy
Top Tech: Tech Talents can produce level 5 Effects at maximum. 

Module: Ritual/Contacts
 In games of high magic where wizards have broad powers to 
manipulate reality it is possible to define their broad powers using 
the Ritual Module. 

Ritual Talent:  'Ritual' is a Level 3 Active Talent (Similar to 
'Enchanted Potion Making') with the following rules: Ritual can 
only create one single-use Talent of any level available to the 
setting; crafting time is changed to one hour per 100 monies of 
value; Ritual takes place in one sitting and cannot be interrupted; 
Effects take place immediately upon completion of the Ritual; and it 
is considered Impossible to create the effects of a Talents whose 
statistical requisites are not met and becoming more impossible as 
each level rises.

Contact Alteration: In more modern settings (or not) one can 
tweak the Ritual rules to instead explain a vast array of contacts 
capable of mobilizing to meet your ends. Perhaps even changing 
costs to debts to be recalled at the whims of the contact. This way 
the character gains the powers and the GM gets an endless hook for 
new adventures.

Monies Costs:  Monies Costs of ritual, like any other Talented 
Equipments, represent multiple different reagents and articles 
required in creating and performing the ritual.  Sometimes in the 
case of powerful Effects the GM should impose a small list of rare 
materials that might be required to create the Ritual Effect.

Module: Scribing
As an alternative to the point consuming method of attaining 
supernatural Talents or in settings where magic is traded in arcane 
tomes the Scribing Module is very useful.

Arcane Tome: An 'Arcane Tome' is a Talented Equipment with 
Supernatural Talents.  It works like any other Talented Equipment 
save that added Talents, through Scribing, do not modify the value 
of the Tome and a character requires an Academic score, modified 
by 'Magical Theory', of 5 per level of Talent to perform that Scribed 
Talents action. (a level 4 Talent requires a 20 in 'Magical Theory')

Scribing: Adding Talents to an Arcane Tome requires 'Scribing' 
(level 3 Active Talent) and 500 monies per level in specially 
prepared inks. Scribing can only produce Academic Supernatural 
Effect Talents. Having full access to another tome counts as 
unrestricted access.

Module: Social Battle
In games where a fast tongue, pomp and title are commonplace the 
Social Battle Module becomes very useful. The Social Battle 
Module replaces the direct Effect reward of succeeding a Social 
action with damage Effects. The final desired Effect occurring when 
a swoon is allowed. 

Social Battles are the same as regular weapon battles with the 
following exceptions: 

Swooning: A character swoons their target at the end of the Turn if 
the target is at, or below, 0 hp and the character's attack put him 
there. 

Recovery: When relevant, a character may use damage dealt to 
instead restore lost Hit points to a character their Target opposes.

Irrelevant Equipment: Combat Equipment (like swords and 
armor) do not provide direct benefits in Social Battle.

Base Effect: Base Effect damage for a Social attack is 1D6.

Supernatural Social:  Supernatural Social Talents add their Effects 
to the Effects of a mundane Social attack in the same way as 
Combat Talents. 

Situational Modifiers:  The GM, based on role-play and each 
relevant situation, should provide a damage bonus to the Effect.

Equipments: The creation of Social Battle allows the creation of 
Social Equipments. Good examples of Social Equipments might 
include rank, title, family history, and personal achievements. These 
sorts of Equipments are relevant only in Social Battle and only 
when the opponent knows or understands the meaning of the item. 
Social Equipment cannot be sundered. 

Module Guideline: Scaling 
Scaling is not so much a Module in itself as a way of creating a 
Module. It is a term that refers to the size of the entity being created 
and the world through its paradigm.

Understanding the nature of Scaling will allow you to create entities 
greater then a single mortal individual using the exact same 13-point 
model that the book provides. The Scaling Module is highly useful 
in games where the actions and interactions of greater entities, like 
cities, kingdoms, large mega-corporations, and even omnipresent 
divine beings are important.

As a baseline when creating a Scaled entity it is important to 
quantify how much more powerful such an entity is in comparison 
to a standard character. Something like a small village might only be 
a 1-scale higher entity whereas a god might be a 10-scale. When 
performing or defending against actions of a lower scale the scaled 
character is considered to have a number of Abstract Talents 
relevant to the situation equal to the difference in Scale.

Barring any Module Restriction imposed a Scaled entity is created 
in exactly the same way as a standard character. 

Although the entity may be written just like a standard character its 
numbers usually represent more abstract things. Hit points might, 
for a Module defining a small village, represent its population rather 
then the ability to avoid punishment. In such a situation a hostile 
character of a lower Scale could attack the scaled entities populace 
(which are at his Scale) in order to “swoon” the city or simply attack 
the city directly (which would basically represent the same slaughter 
in a faster way). 
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Additionally when higher Scaled characters act against a lower 
Scaled character the Effect should be increased accordingly to 
represent this (for example with a village a successful attack against 
a normal character might mean that the character is captured or 
instantly swooned.)

Finally as a suggestion: Scaled entities representing many people 
such as cities are often slower to react in their entirety then a 
standard character. A Turn for them might be an hour, a day or even 
a week and should be defined in the module.

Sample Character
Sir. Gregory of Fisher

Sir Gregory of Fisher :
Retired Captain of the Blue Legion, 
Lantern Knight of Kingdomonia 
54 points (level 10ish) 

Combat: 10 (16 sword) (27-31 shield) 
Academic: 5 
Social: 6 

Hp: 60/60 (10Hp unarmored) 
Sp: 30/30 (10Sp for non-Shield Guardian or unequipped) 

Talents: (abbreviated. In linked order)

A1 - Arcane Lore: +3 to Academic rolls for studying arcane things.
A2 - The Lantern Proficiency: Able to use 'The Lanterns' Talents 
A1 - Herbalist: +3 to Academic rolls when studying Herbs. 
A2 - Healing Salve Use: Able to effectively apply healing potions 
and salves. 
AS1 - Heraldry: +3 to Social rolls when determining heraldry. 
S2 - Diplomacy: Able to sway the minds of men effectively. 
S3 - Courtier x2: +3 to Social checks when using diplomacy. 
A1 - Aquatic life lore: +3 to Academic rolls about fishing 
C1 – Water Combat: +3 to Combat defense when swimming.
A2 - Fishing: Is fully capable of fishing with all manner of things.
C3 - Can Hold Breath for Long Time: Holds breath long time. 
A1 - Appraisal: +3 to Academic rolls when determining items value 
S2 - Haggling: Can effectively talk down the costs of a purchase 
S3 - Hagglemeister: +3 to Social rolls when haggling price. 
C1 - Sword Proficiency: Success with sword is roll of 10. 
C2 - Sandman Proficiency: Able to use 'The Sandman's' Talents. 
C2 – Sword Attack: Trained in Attacking using Swords. 
C3 - Sword Mastery x2: +3 to Combat when attacking with sword. 
C4 - Blade Master: +2 damage with sword. 
C4 - Disarm: Relieve an enemy of their weapon. 
C1 - Shield Proficiency: Doubles the effectiveness of a shield. 
C1 - Shield Master x3: +3 to Combat when defending with shield. 
C2 - Shield Guardian: Use inner stubbornness to deflect blows.
C3 – Shield Wizard x2: 'Using Shields to Defend' is Simple. 
SuC3 - Shield Aura: Grant D6 people +2 to Combat for 10 Turns. 
Those affected must be in close formation. 
SuC4 - Defenders Stance: Reduce damage taken by physical 
attacks by D6 for 10 Turns. 
C5 - Block and Repost: Counterattack with 'Sword Attack'. 
C5 - Block and G'night: Counterattack with Sandman's 'Strike of 

Repose' Talent. 

Equipment: 

The Sandman  
Description: Magical blade forged by the Dream King. Able to end 
battles without casualty. 
Type: Medium Weapon (Sword) 
Effect: 4D6 slashing damage (Range 0) 
Special: SL5 Combat - Strike of Repose: Attack puts Target to 
sleep, deals no damage; has a built in minute glass.  
Cost: 5700 monies. (+300 monies for esthetic value/minute glass) 

Full Plate mail 
Type: Heavy Armor 
Effect: +50 hp 
Cost: 1000 monies. 

The Lantern Knights Uniform 
Description: Helmet, sash, and cape depicting the colours of the 
honorable order of Lantern Knights. 
Type: Clothes Mundane (Enchanted) 
Effect: +10 sp for Shield Guardian Talents when in full uniform, +5 
to diplomacy rolls when dealing with knightly orders. 
Cost: 3100 monies 

Shield of Lantern Light. 
Description: The paragon shield for Lantern Knights. 
Type: Medium Shield 
Effect: +4 Combat when defending 
Special: +10Sp for Shield Guardian Talents. Doesn't require Talent. 
Cost: 6400 monies. 

The Lantern 
Description: The lantern of Lantern Knights. Peers through untruth.
Type: Mundane (Enchanted)
Effect: Illuminates one Turn of space. 
Special: Dispel Minor Illusion: Dispel illusions of 4th level or lower 
Cost: 5100 monies.

Title: Lantern Knight 
Description: Training in stalwart stubbornness. 
Type: Rank Social Battle Equipment 
Effect: +20Hp in Social Battle 
Cost: 400 monies.

Title: Captain of the Blue Legion
Description: Was once captain of the mighty Blue Legion. 
Type: Rank Social Battle Equipment 
Effect: +2D6 damage in Social Battle against The Blue Legion. 
Cost: 100 monies.

Title: Slayer of Abodothor 
Description: Known for slaying the great troll Abodothor. 
Type: Legend Social Battle Equipment 
Effect: +1D6 damage in Social Battle 
Cost: 100 monies.

Title: Ancient Highwayman
Description: Well known for protecting the kings road 
Type: Title Social Battle Equipment         
Effect: +1D6 damage in Social Battle 
Cost: 100 monies.
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